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I ask you to he my wife.”
And Tesora hid her face on his shoulder,
lie lifted her up, a poor little skeleton, weepiug ; but Tesora was very happy, nevertheless.
wrapped in a miserably thin coating of rags,
“But, my love,” said Mrs. Terryn, softand feeling strangely light in his arms, and
carried her home. Mrs. Terryn met him ly, “what has wrought such a change in
your sentiments?”
at the door.
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When the passage from the Mediterrato the Red Sea is open to the
world, it
i is intended lo tow vessels through by tug
boats working along a chain which lies at
the bottom of the water. Steamers are
not to be allowed to use their own
paddles
j or engines for fear of damaging the soft
sloping banks of the canal by the “wash”
thus created.
The difficulty of towiug a
The Suez Canal
vessel of 2,000 tons in this manner when
A.» *oen from tlir ?><*ck of afao ILinJo
the wind presses her to one side, is an obHoy.”
to the scheme which 1 have heard
jection
To the Editor of the Loudon Times :—
no feasible answer
to, and as I have been
The Suez Canal Company have been 11
towed in this
for hundreds of miles in
way
years at work upon their gigantic labor and,

him.
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course of reading to call “adventures.”
He believes, iu his Ohio simplicity, that he will meet with a beautiful
and rich young lady in New York, who,
struck with his rural graces and charms,
will at once accept his hand and farm.
Well, he takes a look at the “Black Crook,”
or “White Fawn,” or “Genevieve de Brabant,” and returning late to his down-town
hotel is struck by the beauty aud grace of |
a female form that glides before him on his
way down town.
Pretty soon she makes a
signal to him that cannot be mistaken, and
our Ohio friend, rather astonished at the
1
freedom of the aristocratic and well-bred
ladies ot the metropolis, but nothing loth, i
hastens to her side, and accompanies her to !
her richly voluptuous mansion iu Bleecker,
Green, Mercer or Crosby streets. In the
watches of the night he awakens to find the j
aristocratic lady fastened on his throat, and
a male friend of hers, with a villainous

1

my yawl, and was compelled to tow my
that the canal
canoe
myself tor a whole day ou this canal
will he opened within a year from the presI
cannot
help urging this point
;
ent time, perhaps you will allow me to
give while carefully abstaining from distinctly,
Her presence tends its warmth and health
expressing
a brief account of its
present appearance, opinions as to the
1 all who come before it
probable return which
If woman lost us Eden, such
as seen
a
careful
examination
during very
the outlay ou the whole scheme
As she alone restore it.
may rcaof the whole line from my canoe.
;
For larger life and wiser aims
sonauly expect to receive in the future.
The
canal
to
is
be
100
miles
aud
1 he farmer is her debtor;
long,
Charley
Who holds to his another’s heart
100 yards wide (at the water’s edge).
A Talk with Father De Smet.
“Tell them, sir,” spoke up Charley,
The
at the process of feeding, warming and reMust needs be worse or better.
will be 25 feet in the mid*
“that she has a previous engagement.”
The
Rev. Father De Smet, widely
depth
throughout
to
the
some
her
his
shows
object.
civic service
torpid
storing
vitality
Through
die.
The direction is nearly north and known for iiis
And so the mother’s management preA purer-toned ambition;
little Tess opened her eyes, it was
When
missionary labors among the
No double consciousness di\ ides
south, with a few turnings, but no locks or Indians, departed recently for Europe in
to the glow of a warm fire and the mellow vailed, and little Tess’ first homo was her
The man and politician.
last.
bridges. There will be a slight tidal cur- the steamer City of Baltimore. A Belgian
of gaslights.
In party's doubtful ways
trusts
sparkle
rent along it, but no one can say at what inHer instincts to deter mil. ;
“
the child, “ and is
cried
Am
I
dead?”
by birth, Father Do Smet at au early age
At the loud polls, the thought of her
Fow Episodes in Now York Life.
tervals. Already about 50 miles of the cut entered the Jesuit Order, aud after
Recalls Christ’s mountain sermon.
this Heaven?”
having
is filled with salt water, and is traversed been ordained
[From the N. Y. World, 12th.i
“
Poor little creature !” said Mrs. Terryn,
He owns her logic of the heart,
priest, was sent to the Rocky
And wisdom of unreason.
daily by numerous small vessels aud some Mountain region in 1 s i2, to prosecute the
| la 11 side room of the main hall of the
buisting into tears.
Supplying, while he doubts and weighs,
fhe needed word in season.
“Tesora” her name proved to be—a sweet Central Police Headquarters, iu the second countenance, poising a kuife for a plunge |1 steam-launch mail-boats, while the count- perilous and toilsome duties of Christianlie sees with pride her richer thought.
Italian synonym for the word “ treasure,” story, on Mulberry st., is a desk at which iu his neck. The work is done quickly, a less barges, dredges, and coal-boats, all izing and civilizing the savages of the
Her fancy’s freer ranges ;
worked by screw propellers, which ply day plains and mountains of the “far West.”
and a treasure she was, in gentle Mrs. Ter- 'sits on old, rosy cheeked, white headed barrel well packed, or a furniture chest,
And love thus deepened to respect
named McVfaters.
in a carriage at night, can be taken aud night, make a din and bustle in the At various periods within the past twenty
Is proof against all changes.
IVIclittle
babe
her
after
officer,
police
placed
ryn’s eyes, especially
Waters is famous in New York. He is the up the Hudson river road and there drop- j sandy desert very unromantic, indeed, but years he has crossed tiie Atlantic for the
And it she walks at case in ways
was dead and buried.
His lect are slow to travel,
“
theatrical
critic of the Po me Department. ped iu the river, and after a day or so the !i exceedingly interesting to observe,
said
Mr.
I
Tesora
low
purpose both of obtaining missionary help
Terryn,
with
cultured
And it she reads
grows,”
eyes
Of this 50 miles many parts are not wide ar.d the means of
What his may scarce unravel.
one day, as the beautiful girl His opinions on music and the drama are head of another dead man will be found j)
purchasing good for the
suddenly,
of weighty authority among members of eddying aud
Still clearer, for her keener sight
lie makes his present voyage for
around the roiling I enough yet for large vessels, aud only a Tn linns.
came in, rosy and smiling from a walk.
floating
Ot beauty and of wonder,
small
He learns the meaning of the hills
“Why, slie is as tall as a g' own wo- the force, and like most critics he is dog- piers near the battery, his face a pulp and ! The portion is excavated to the full depth. the object ot bringing over a dozen or more
remainder of the canal is more or less of religious women aud men who will estabHe dwelt from childhood under.
matic and forcible.
no
man.”
longer recognizable. The suu shines
out.
While some parts are quite dry, lish schools among the Ricarees,
Ami higher, warmed with summer light
But MeWater.s is at present known to down on the
dug
but
the
“She is a grown woman,” said Mrs. TerCrows,
plashing waters,
eyes
Or winter-crowned and hoary,
fame as being the officer detailed by Inspec- are sightless, and never another sun can others are put under water to moisten the \ aud Sioux inhabiting the region
I'l.f ridged horizon lilts for him
ryn, with a smile.
|
through
Its inner veils of glory.
“
tor George Dilks to take
How old is she?”
charge of a de- dim their brilliancy or splendor. It is only sand ; others have great blastings of rocks, which flow the main branches of the Uplie has liis own free, bookless lore,
in November, 18G7, to another missing man without watch, pock- aud one long section of 20 miles has to per Missouri. The Sisters are expected to
before
partment
organized
Sixteen,
yesterday.”
day
flic lessons nature taught him,
wait until the sea is admitted into the
“
1 he wisdom which the woods and hills
Is it possible,” said Mr. Terryn, supply a great want, and which is now iu book or money on his person.
great teach the Indian children the rudiments of
And toiling men have brought him ;
dry basin of a future lake.
an English education, and also instruct the
How time slips away. Tes- successful operation. This department is
thoughtfully.
MISERY, SHAME AND DEATH.
The steady lorce oi will whereby
'I he sensation of’ wonder at tiie
ora sixteen !
prodigi- girls in sewing and embroidery. Father
Why, then, Charley must be known as the “Bureau for the Recovery of
Her llexile grace seems sweeter;
Another missing instance. A beautiful ous scale of the operations in progress in- Be Smet intends also to bring with him a
Lost Persons.” Officer M'-Waters was
The sturdy counterpoise which makes
twenty."
Her woman's lile completer;
“
It is true my dear,” said his wife. formerly iu the City Hall Precinct, under girl, bora in a village on the Sound, where creases day by day as one moves along | lew blacksmiths, tailors, and carpenters.
A latent lire of soul which lacks
We are getting to be old people, now'.”
Captains Thorne and Brackett, and is very the waters of that inland sea beat and play | what seems to be a wide river with villages j I he blacksmiths are wanted for wagon
No breath of love to Ian it.
And wit, that, like his native brooks
“I wonder what will become of Tesora,” well acquainted with the city, so his servi- around the sandy pebbles of a land-locked on the banks and smoky funnels aad sails work, horse-shoeing, aud the requirements
Plays over solid granite.
“
She would ces have been made available iu the new inlet, is reared in innocence and virtue un- on the surface. The hydraulic machines, of the household : the carpenters for church
said Mr. Terryn, musingly.
How dwarfed against bis manliness
til she reaches her seventeenth year.
make a capital governess, her education has bureau.
At which groan and snort and rattle their and hut building, aud to instruct the male
She sees the mean pretension,
The wants, the aims, the follies, h im
seventeen she visits New York for the first chains as they work, are of enormous si/.e ; youth in their craft, and the tailors to inMISSING MEN AND WOMEN.
been
so thorough, or—”
Of fashion and convention !
Father,” said Charles Terryn, resolute- j The manner of' investigation in regard eventful time in her life, She is dazzled and though each of them seems to be pour- struct in the knowledge of the manufacture
IIow life behind its accidents
with its theatres, its balls, its Central Park, ing forth a volume of mud, yet the mind of comfortable
Stands strong and sell-sustaining;
he walked up in front of his father to a
as
ly,
garments.
missing relative or friend is as follows :
fhe human tact transcending all
“
the Broadway confuses and intoxicates her, finds it hard to believe that all of these toThe condition of the Indians ou the west1 can tell As soon as a
and stood with folded arms.
from
The losing and the gaining.
person disappears
home,
but opera has divine charms for her musi- gether can lift up and throw over the banks ern side of the
She is the nearest relative, on
And so, in grateful interchange
you what is to become of Tesora.
Rocky Mountains is, in the
learning of the
>1 teacher and ol hearer,
cal ear, aud she is escorted nindit after nindit enough to make any appreciable, progress opinion of the
to he my wife.”
to
Father, such as would
good
missing
person, goes
police headquarters
Their lives their true distinctness keep
a man with a
“Nonsense!” ejaculated Mr. Terryn. and makes application to the
While daily drawing nearer.
pleasing face and a ready between yesterday and to-day. The sand make good men rejoice. Nearly the whole
“Missing Bu- by
•‘And il the husband or the wife
“Charley,” said his mother, w'hen the reau,” for information. The age, height, tongue. She is yet white as the undriven dredged from below is either carried out to ot tlie Flatheads, Nezperees, Spokanes,
In home’s strong light discovers
indignant father had jerked himself out of build, whiskers, if any, color of eyes, snow. One night she takes a midnight sea iu barges or (further inland) is deliver- Ivalispels, Snakes and other tribes inhabit.Such slight defaults as failed to meet
ride on the road, aud they stop at a ed in a stream from a lofty iron tube, 220 ing Oregon aud
The blinded eyes of lovers.
the room, “don’t w'aste your breath in ar- dress, hair, the
Washington are, he ?avs,
place where last seen, the sleigh
fashionable
father.
with
never
habits
and
looking restaurant in Harlem feet long, with its mouth over one hank, or converted, aud have laid aside their predaWhy need we care to ask < who dreams
of
Argument
the person, are
guing
your
disposition
Without their thorns or roses,
Lane on the road. She is persuaded to take it is hoisted up an iron inclined plane and tory habits for the
conquered yet, in such a case as this.”
>r wonders that the truest steel
peaceful avocations of
given to the inspectors, and officer Mcfhe readiest spark discloses ‘i
Waters makes proper entries on his register a glass of champagne. She is finally per- cast upon the shore, until the heap on each agricultural life. The Catholic missionaries
“But what am I to do?”
The en- have supplied them with seed and taught
For still in mutual sufferance lies
which he keeps, for that purpose, of all suaded to drink an entire bottle of cham- side of the water is 00 feet high.
“Have you spoken to Tess yet?”
flic secret ol true living;
for
this purpose are 40 in number, and them to raise abundant
That
the
world
is
torn
from
gines
pagne.
the
facts.
The
night
“No.”
of
Love scare is love that never knows
the
crops. The tribes
personal description
the sweetness ot forgiving.
She has tasted the Apple each of them cost 40,000/.
The expenses ! inhabiting Montana, Dakota, and
I will missing person is compared with the re- under her feet.
Wyoming
“Wait, then—let matters rest.
of Death.
We send the squire to General Court.
She returns to her peaceful at present amount 200,000/. every month, Territories, and all the region
turns made by the
extending
manage it.”
Morgue every twenty- home on the
To take his young wife thither;
Sound a dishonored woman. and the work has already absorbed eight from Northern Kansas to British America,
No prouder man election day
.So Mrs. lerryu gave little dinnerparties four hours to the police inspectors. Should
Hides through the sweet June weather.
To hide her shame she returns to New millions sterling.
and from Minnesota to the Rocky Menuand select soirees, and “brought out” Tes- the description answer to the person and
He sees with eyes of manly trust
1 ork, but her destroyer has gone
Port Said is the little town at the north tains,
she
ora according to the regular programme. clothing of any person found at the Morgue
appear to cause rather Do Smet
All hearts to her inclining;
Then the struggle be- entrance of the canal. It is built of wood, great anxiety as regards their present and
Not less for Him his household light
She made a sensation.
Mrs. Terryn had word is at once sent to the relatives of the knows not whither.
that others share its shining.’’
known that she would.
Suitors congregat- joylul news. Besides this, auother very gins for existence and bread. She D a with wide, straight streets, and houses that luture condition. Although wishing to deal
rims, while my hostess spake, there grew
a dry goods
clerk, but her look like brown paper, and that would burn charitably with all, and having no desire to
ed
round
her.
Before me warmer tinted,
necessary precaution is taken to find the seamstress,
shame
And outlined with a tenderer grace
finds
her
out
when
an
infant is born from end to end iii ten minutes.
Hotels. be censorious or condemnatory, lie feels
“Well, Tess,” said Mr. Terryn, one person or persons missing. Cards arc
The picture that she hinted.
to her unnamed.
One night, hungry and cafes, shops and bazaars are crowded by that the treatment of the tribes by the govfive
was
or
six
hundred
in
and
printed,
night—he
number,
getting wondrously proud
The sunset smouldered as we drove
1
of his adopted daughter’s success iu the sent to all the police officers on special duty torn with the struggle of a lost hope, she G,000 people of every nation, but with the ernment agents lias been far from what it
Beneath the deep hill-shadows;
Below us wreaths of white tog walked
rushes
into
the
streets
and
seeks the river, i Greek aud Levantine elemeut largely pre- ought to be.
The greatest number of the
world of society—“are yon going out to- in the different Metropolitan precincts, with
Like ghosts the haunted meadows.
On
a lone pier she seeks
latter have in their treatment of the Indian
to
instructions
the
to have his men
refuge from her | ponderating.
night?”
Captains
the
summer
the
stars
“
Sounding
night,
lost life.” The night watchman, anxious j
The two long piers of the harbor stretch ; been influenced almost
to make an active and
Dropped down their golden plummets;
solely by an insatienergetic search for about
“Yes, papa.”
Tlie pale arc ol the Northern Lights
the cotton and resin confided to his their white arms into the sea, but the areal able desire for
the
The result lias been
gain.
person.
“With whom?”
Kiso o’er the mountain summits—
charge, does not hear the cry of “ Mother” enclosed seems very small aud completely that not more than 2o per cent, of all the
“Colonel Randolph.”
TIIEOlilES Alien’ Tnsr PEOPLE.
Until, at last, beneath its bridge,
♦ rw»m o
,%»•! 1,,» .1<.
ffirl. nr thp olnno-0 into ! pynncnil tn f 1»<»
—T’K.-,. v |
<>vi>r been distributed
We heard the Bearcamp flowing,
~'"'V
“I thought Charley had taken a box nt
Over seven hundred people have been the
boxes having been previously
silent river below.
She is not: piers are made of blocks of sand, cemented the"V"
And saw across the inapled lawn
gloomy,
opened,
the opera for you.”
to
1‘lie welcome home lights glowing :~
as
with
block
missing
police headquarters found for several days after, and then her
reported
lime, each
being cast separately | and the greater part retained by the agents
“I promised Colonel Randolph first,” during the past twelve months.
Of this once fair face is
And, musing on the tale J heard,
gnawed threadbare with in a mould, aud then carried out to its place or their subordinates. Last year matters
1 were well, thought 1, if often
said Tesora, languidly playing with her fan. number the majority have been found, it is the incisors of
were better
aud the once white in a barge.
To rugged farm-life came the gift
crabs,
managed. All the boxes reo harmonize and soften;—
“And how about to-morrow night ? I ! believed, as no record can be kept of those neck, rounded as a
The magnitude of tills part of the work mained unopened until they were brought
of glory is mere
pillar
j
when found by their
ll more and more we found the troth
suppose Charley could get his tickets trans- who are not reported,
greenish mass of festering corruption. Siiejj may be faintly estimated when we know J into the preseuce,of the various tribes for
< »t fact and
lancy plighted,
Oe- j is not
ferred.”
relatives or friends, to headquarters.
And culture’s chaim and labor’s strength
recognized, and thus fills the page de- that each block weighs ten tons, and that whom they were intended. This fair and
In rural homes united—
“I am sorry, sir, hut I am engaged for casioually a person who reports some one I voted to
there are 2f>,000 of them.
missing people.
"pen dealing had a happy effect, and Father
to-morrow night.”
me simple me, tue liomcly hearth.
missing belonging to them, will give all the j Then there are the class of
Ismaila is the pretty town hai; " ay abate De Smet is ol tli .* opinion that should it he
With beauty’s sphere surrounding,
who
disgirls
Mr. Terryn rose and walked restlessly up details about him, but if found w ill
And blessing toil where toil abounds
give
the canal, which here enters the Take Ttm- continued there will be but little to fear
With graces more abounding.
lie was a mau much all the incidents from a sense of shame, i appear from their homes outside of New sah
j and down the room.
and
i
descend
into
the
(“crocodile lake.”) Here the Arabs from the red men. The Father is desirous
where
brothels,
guided liy the opiuiou of his fellow men. where domestic difficulties have occurred York,find rich
rich food ; a merry and their camels and the jackals of the that the government should exercise more
they
raiment,
must
he
Tesora
a treasure, else why this ; in
A Mother’s Management.
families, or from laziness or a sense of and
unceasing round of gaity ; champagne Desert arc along-side the steamboats, the care in making out reservations for the InThe dismal December night was closing competition among the young millionaires forgetfulness. Thus all track is lost of
—and lovers, which they could never hope whirring lathes aud sounding forge-ham-; dians, and in guarding the latter as much
those who have been found unknown to the
with starless gloom over the spires and for her society.
mers of the
company’s workshops, the tall as possible from the corrupting habits and
“Look here, Tess, Charley will he so dis-1 police, and accurate satisfies arc baffled in for where thev came from. These girls
chimney tops of the city—the blinding mist
leave home very often through sensuality poles of the electric telegraph, and the hot trailuleut practices of traders and adventthe matter of inquiry.
I ol snow Hakes was wreathing its while pall appointed.”
rails of the railway, while a cool aud sweet urers.
Most of the Indians on this side of
or laziness—for
girls are lazy as well as
“I can’t help it.
Let me see”—and she
over all, and the wind murmuring sadly
LOST CHILDREN.
of Nile water may be had from the the mountains, lie remarked, are at
when
draught
are generally found
present
boys—and
missing
her
at
is
the
tablets, “Friday
only
through the streets, seemed to have an al- glanced
fresh water canal which comes hither all very poor; their chief support, the bulfalo,
Hundreds of '‘Lost Children” bear testi- iu brothels, which as a general
thing they
most human wail in its moan.
evening I have disengaged.”
the way from Cairo, and then branches out and
to the carelessness of mothers and will not leave for their
nearly all other kinds of game, having
parents. Then there
“Fiddlesticks 1” muttered the old gentle- mony
It’s an ugly kind of uight,” muttered
north aud south along the whole extent of become very scarce
nurses who are more intent on other busi- are husbands and wives who
Should the lutlfalo
foolquarrel
“It seems to me you are
Mr. Terryu to himself, as he buckled his man, uneasily,
continue to decrease in the same ratio as
ness, when their charges stray oil* to be ishly aud separate to vex each other, and the salt water canal.
“
to
a
Miss.”
fur collar around his neck,
great belle,
and a wind lit! getting
ge
The sweet-water canal is already .a bless- during the last ten years, it will not he
found afterwards in out of the way places are missing for
years, to finally be forced
“Am I, papa?” said Tess, laughing,—
to cut one in two.
llallo! what’s this?”
to Egypt. It is from 30 to -10 feet wide, long until they will have almost
often
a
into
other
ing
ties.
And
there
is
a
case j
Quite
pedesdisappeared
illegal
He had very nearly stumbled over some- “Hut you see I am your little girl still.” by stray policemen.
and boats with all sorts of cargoes are from the regions watered by the Upper
trian will notice, on going along one of our of a young man,
married
and
rich,:
twenty,
And she gave him a little coaxing kiss.
thing that looked like, a bundle, crouching
towed through it be men on foot, or sail Missouri and its ulHueuts.
side
a
The manners
young child, its eyes bubbling who leaves his wife, is gone for twelve!
at the foot ol a
“My own little girl; yes, but what will over streets,
flight of steps, in the shadwith tears, and red from irritation and months, aud is found iu New Orleans, when along gaily it there is a breeze to till their and habits of tho Indians are, as a general
ow :>! a ruinous old
archway; but as he you become when Colonel Raudolph or
wiio has strayed from its pa- he tells those who find him that he has snowy wings.
My canoe excited the great- thing, very little studied by the whites.
cheeked himself abruptly, the bundle erect- Daytou L’Estrange, or some other of these inflammation,
H lieu one of the former is killed, his reit will have a been
rents’ residence.
Sometimes
and
was forced to leave his est delight among all this river population,
sick,
very
ed itselt into something human in shape, scamps takes you away from me !”
both when site skimmed over the water with ( latives believe they are disgraced until his
stick of candy in its infantile fist, or else happy home.
,
Tesora blushed until the rose on her
aud looked at him through wild, human
her blue sails, or rested by the hank with death is avenged.
If a white person is
an apple or a slice of bread, butter, and
There is also, as it is ivell known, a great
cheek was like a carnation.
i eyes.
cabin
and
is
her
dinner
it
not
molasses
to
console
it
its
cooked
unusual
for the whites to
in
killed,
rigged
up,
my
“
wanderings. number of infamous houses iu this city
j
Who are you?” he demanded, on the
“They will not, papa.”
and my little reading lamp and mosquito attack and murder all the Indians of a
It is very seldom, however, that these where
is
“Won't
abortion
I’m
not
aud
openly practiced,
they?
altogether so sure children do not find their
impulse ol the moment.
“
way back to their where whole hecatombs of innocent child- curtains arranged for the night, i manag- lodge. The buO-hery of some (>()(,) Indians,
of that.
me, sir—little Toss.”
Only
ed to sleep thus in the canoe very comfor- i nearly all ol whom were women and childin
foul
such
unless
there
is
play
“
ren are slaughtered to hide the shame of
But the next afternoon lie came home parents,
Please give me a penny, sir !” cried the
the nights are cold ; and on j ren, by the order ol Major Cliivingtou,
where
a child may be kidnapped
instances,
their guilty mothers.
How many wealthy tably, though
into the regular from the oilice with a puzzled face.
I child, suddenly subsiding
Lake Tirasah a jackal paid me a visit at while under the latter’s protection, very
who are childless, or through aud refined
by
people
“
are
to
be
have
found
Tess
in
these
come,
girls
“They
professional whine of Iter trade.
Only a
their agency, for the purpose of adoption
a
unfashionable hour by moou-lighi. j nultirully aron.-al the spirit of vengeance
“What have come?”
slaughter-houses, concealed there to hide very one
penny.”
in
barren
of
families.
The
day a violent gale swept across among all the surrounding tribes. Helpless
During
“
practice
buby“The
the
of
their
offers
of
evidence
two
of
their
Where do you live?”
indiscretion, by
marriage;
them,
To look at the Desert was to old women and young girls were fiendishly
the canal.
has not as yet attained in America
farming
I don’t live uowhere, sir—I skulks by Jupiter ! Colonel Randolph and Mr. Duparents or relatives, whose social position see a vast
the height that it has reached in England,
yellow picture of men and camels murdered, and the dead bodies were in
would be lost did the consequences of such
rouud iu the alleys.”
piner. What do you say, Tess?”
in a sea ol sand without any some cases subjected to outrage.
and therefore the lives of children are not
In his
floating
dimly
“I—I
must think of it,
indiscretion show themselves. The mothj
papa.”
j' “Oh you do, eh? and who takes care u!
horizon. The quantity of sand whisked jonrueyiugs among the various Sioux tribes,
so endangered as
are across the
yet
they
ers
are
left
to
die
iu
I
must
and
both
?”
“Very gentlemanly,
agony, again
say;
again, from the
you
water.
It is calculated that at least one
plain and cast into the canal water 1 '.rules, Blackfeet, Crows, Uekases, and
“
aud there is no coroner’s inquest or public
Old Tim Daley used to, hut he’s took well off, substantial fellows, and profess to
like this will be a serious matter other tribes, many of whom are at present
a
wind
thousand
children
are missing every year
by
be desperately iu love with my
burial, for are there^not scores of obliging to
But, in this
girl.
deal with. One ounce of sand per square giving evidence of a hostile feeling, Father
but they are nearly all returncity,
Tess—”
to
hush
the
look up?’
matter up ?
physicians
amounts to 000 tons on tlio whole Du Smet was everywhere received
ed before the close of the day on which
with
And then again our private lunatic asyl- yard
Sent to the island, sir.”
“Well, sir?”
and the wind sometimes blows in this ; kindness.
About a year ago he visited
were
first
missed.
canal,
they
ums.
IIow
men
aud
Are you a hoy or a girl?”
women
are
many
wt. v for a mouth together.
hostile bauds of the Sioux to the number
| “You won’t leave us dear? Think how
THE DENS OF MIDNIGHT.
the creature’s tangled locks and
spirited away to these tombs of living men.
rag- I desolate the old house will be without you.”
At Chaloof I found 14,000 men at work. of 0,000. at the request of the United
j (For
If
one
or
the
thousand
and
where
remonstrance
clamor
is
noisome
cranuseless
unno
clue to her sex.)
Tesora was silent; her head dropped.
ged garb gave
“
They labor very hard indeed, running up States otlicers, and was everywhere well
Ton ought to be ashamed of
“Father,” said Mrs. Terryn, gently, “let nies, nooks and dens of this great city could less the public press tracks the injury, as the hill with baskets of sand on their heads. received and listened to with
yourself,
patient attenbegging iu the streets,” said Mr. Terryu, the girl decide lor herself. We have no be exposed to view, day after day, the iu the case of a well known naval officer About 1,000
Father I)e Nmet says the Indians
walk in long lines, tion.
donkeys
“
severely.
Why don’t you go to work?” right to stand between her and a home and bodies of many a missing man and woman who was most unjustly confined, as the in- with neat mat baskets on their backs. In will be kind and docile it treated
kindly.
As he approached his own door, a
might be found festering and rotting or their vestigation proved.
bright, a husband of her own.”
curious and close contrast to these simple During the whole ot a 2a years’ residence
child’s lace peeped out between the curtains
“But she might have a home and a hus- bones bleaching for want of decent burial.
j
carriers, the mighty power of steam toils among them ho never was addressed with
aud as Mr. lerryu entered the
cheery sit- band of her own here,” burst in Mr. Ter- Where do the bodies come from that are
The son of Joshua Sears, of Boston, and puffs as it hurls up huge bulks of heavy I an angry word,
lie spoke ot the visit ot'
fished up bloated and disfigured in the docks
I ting-room he could not but think with a ryn. “That is—I mean
Charley.”
who died ten years ago, is 14 years of age, clay, and it is, perhaps, only in Egypt that Messrs. Doolittle and Foster of the Senate,
“I have refused
remorseful pang of the shivering bundle of
Charley to-day,” said and from the slime of the Hudson? It is and one of the richest young men in the one could see human and animal power last year, to St. Mary’s Mission Station,
fearful to think of men influenced by liquor
Tesora, calmly.
rags under the brick archway beyond.
United States. The father, whose proper- exerted in such competition with steam among the Ricarccs, with evident pleasure.
But Mr. Terryn’s conscience was less ad“Refused Charley ! And why?”
who, with their gold watches, poeketbooks
ty was valued at $1,900,000, after be- power. The laborers are sent from all These gentlemen were present at an examiand
other
valuables
in
the
most
amantine thau he had giveu credit for be“Because I had reason to believe that
exposed
queathing small sums to his relatives, pro- parts of Egypt. They must come, but nation ot 150 children in reading, spelling
ing. It pricked him sorely as he sat toast- his suit was pressed without the approval foolish manner, are to be seen, night after vided that his son should have $2,500 anthey are highly paid—from 2t. to 3f. a grammar, arithmetic. United States history,
ing his slippered feet before the bright em- of his father. Oh, sir, could you think that night, in the dens and hells of this great nually until attaining the age of 21; the
Prices both of labor and of food have sewing aud embroidery. They were exday.
sinful city. Many of these men are from
bers—it whispered to him as I13 listened to alter all your kindness, I could steal
your
sum of $30,000 dollars at that period ; $4,- risen
very much since the canal has been tremely pleased with the good deportment
the lullaby wherewith his wife was
lulling sou’s duty away from you? I would rath- far oft' country villages ami happy homes, 000 annually until he had passed the age begun, but the supply of lush has rapidly of the children and their progress in learnand when thrown into our streets at night
the babe to sleep upou her breast.
Had lit- er die.”
of 24 ; $6,000 annually until he had passed increased. The salt water canal teems with ing.
In speaking of the Indian children,
tle Tess ever kuowu a mother’s care, or
“Spoken like yourself, Tess,” said Mrs. under the flare of the gas lamps, and among the age of 30, and $20,000 per annum after fish—one of them leaped across
canoe 'he countenance ot the Father dilated with
my
crowds
of
dressed
women whose
heard a mother’s cradle soug? Aud she Terryn, going to her and kissing her.
showily
The property remains in the a few minutes after I first set sail: and on joy, his thoughts having evidently recurred
that time.
could scarcely have been six years old ei“Tess, do .you love him?” eagerly ques- feet are ever downward into the abyss, it hands of three trustees, and the simple in- the fresli-water canal I
stopped once to re- to the droll sports aud uncouth jocularity
becomes almost impossible for them to retioned the father.
ther.
terest on the original amount added to the ceive a letter from a messenger, and while \ of the tender ones who are under his care,
“
sist the thousand and one meretricious
“That has nothiug to do with the
Where are you going by dear?” quesquesprincipal has reached the sum of $3,300,- putting it into my breast-pocket as I sat in j l’he Indian boys, were, he said, the besttioned his wife, us he rose up
tion, sir,” she answered, reservedly.
temptations that are placed before them.
suddenly.
while the assessed value of the real the canoe, a beautiful little fish sprang from behaved boys he had ever seen, aud the
000,
“
“But I want to know,” he insisted.
Out into the street. There was a—
THE HORROR OF A BREAKING DAWN.
estate bringing this sum is valued at $20,- the water into the same pocket with the \ adults were so eager for instruction that
“I do love him, sir, then.”
child there—a little girl, crouching on some
Instances may be related of how men 000,000.' The trustees have a salary of letter. The spectators were loud in their they would listen to the teachings of the
j
“And you have refused him
steps-”
only because disappear and are never heard of to be re- $5,000 each, and the commissions received congratulations at this “lucky omen,” aud missionary from dawn until dark.
“A child? Homeless? Aud on such a 1 didn’t approve?”
lie had no doubt but that they will becognized. A well to-do person from Ohio, from the collections of rents amount to a 1 had the fish broiled for dinner.
uight as this? Oh, Herbert, you should
“Yes, sir.”
who had never visited New York before, sum equal to the salary of the President of
At this, the lied Sea end, the works of I come a useful portion ot the American peoi have brought her here.”
“But I do approve, Tess. It would make
pays a visit to this city, and stopping at a the United States. Young Sears is now the canal seem very far behind. The en- i ple, it the government exerts itseif in their
I'ivc minutes alterward, Mr. Terryu was me the
happiest old father in the world, if down town hotel, sallies out iu the evening in Europe, where he is fitting himself for trance port has all the obstacles of a shal- behalf, and puts aside the destroying sword.
lout in tBe driving whirlwinds of snow, I could call
you both children in real truth.” in search of what he has been taught by the active duties of life.
low mouth, soft and shifting sand for hot- [N. V. Tribune.
<•

were

leaves in wind
danced and flickered.

-unshine

And

forest

lights
rejoicing

over the small stray who was huddled up, just where he had left her.
“
Here, child, where are you?”
Little Tess
But there was no answer.
was benumbed and stupefied with the cold.

“In sugar-camps, when south and warm
The winds of March are blowing,
And sweetly from it> thawing veins
The maple’s blood is flowing-
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squarely
Bangor Whig
uttering the following paragraph,

at us iu

THURSDAY, JANUARY 7, 18G9.
but has a sort of Ben. Butler strabismus
town, under the name of Sullivan, was confirmed to the settlers upon their payment of
squiul that is intended to mean the JourPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING,
Wc arc indebted to the author for a copy of €1,205 consolidated notes into the treasury, a
-bynal :
this work. Its main purpose is the vindication small portion of the territory, nine thousand
H.
We knew that Democracy was somewhat beWILLIAM
SIMPSON,
when
the
in
reserved
acres,
1800,
Legisbeiug
rd General Sullivan’s lame against the unjust
hind the times, but were not aware that they
lature remodifled its grant, to Howdoin and
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
In
l'ewere still running Seymour ami Blair. One of
aspersions of the historian Bancroft.
William Colleges. Before the Revolutionary
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2$0 a year;
(cut volumes ol his History o. the Lnited War, there were forty families within the lim- within the year, $2,50; at the expiration of the year, $3,00. their organs refreshes its readers with a camAdvertising Terms. For one square, (one inch oi paign speech delivered last fall.
Aud more
of the town. These at its close, had been
Mates are found assertions seriously affecting its
weeks, and 25 cents tor ridiculous
At the present time, it is length in column,) $1,25 tor three
reduced to twenty.
still, it is a defence of Iioratio SeyA fraction of a squared
each subsequent insertion.
flit- reputation not only ol' Sullivan, but of
mour.
a flourishing seaport, building many vessels,
Why not go nearer the foundation of
charged as a full one.
The latter
iGreene and of Joseph Heed.
things, and put in a plea for Pharaoh?
manufacturing many articles of value, and
■a.i
President of the first Provincial Conven- sending far and wide excellent granite, which
Adminkstkators, Executors aud Guardians deWell, old Pha. wasn’t by any means the
will
used in the fortifications of New siring their advertisements published in the .Journal, dition. Aide de Camp lo Washington, and when has been
so state to the Court, as all advertising not so
please
worst
He had the
that ever lived.
York, and elsewhere lor docks, custom-houses rected is withheld from this paper.
approached by lilt: British with the offer of a and other edifices.
! wisdom to
of
the times,
the
perceive
signs
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers
Sullivan is situated at the upper end of
princely bribe, made the memorable reply, I
As the
Frenchman Bay, a wide sheet of water, often changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper and the sense to protit by them.
■tin a poor man. but the king of Great Britain
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go
isis doubtless a
It is gratifying compared, from its graceful outlines, lovely
not rich enough to buy me.’
deal more famil!
Whig
lands, and the lofty mountains rising from its
MSTs. M. Pkttknoill & Co., 6 State St., Boston, ami
to know that the good name of each of these
shores, to the Bay of Naples. The island of 87 Park Row, New York, arc our authorized Agents lor iar with radical campaign speeches than
and forwarding advertisements.
distinguished men has found a champion among Mount Desert, which forms its westerly bound, procuringRsubscriptions
Niles. No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court Street, witli the Bible, we will quote from that cx49~S.
hi- descendants, and it is particularly fortunate is annually visited by artists and persons of Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this
celleut book and undoubted authority, one
Extendtaste irom all parts of the country.
paper.
that the vindication of Sullivan has devolved
Geo. I*. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New York,
ing southerly from the main part of Sullivan
of
the most remarkable incidents in the
upon one so well fitted, by ability and zeal, to is a neck of land stretching iuLo the Bay called will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention.
the
attached
ruler—
tiie
name
by
reign of the
accomplish it.
Waukeag Point, from
On the southerAnd it came to pass at the end of two full years, that
John Sullivan, horn at Somerswortk, N. II., Indians to the neighborhood.
Pharaoh dreamed; and behold, he stood by the river.
Respecting Politics.
ly end of the Point, about four miles from the
And behold, there came up out of the river seven welljust across tin: river from the Maine border, in
harbor, Daniel erected his dwelling, built severIt lias become fashionable for men of favored kine and fat-tieshed; and they fed in a meadow,
i 74
was one of four brothers that
and here
in
al
<>ry. Boston:
VI unsell.

A colored woman in Heading, Conn., the
ley. These consist of letters from Europe, interspersed on every page with pictures of peo- mother of 21 children, died recently, and has
The letters gone to receive the reward of virtuous fecunCliriatiuaa Ainusemeulft—Bn Cliailln anil ple and scenes he saw by the way.
Africa—Bonks of the Season—The New
are so gracefully and familiarly written, with dity.
Tear.
none of the stilted dates, statistics and dry deBoston, January 2d, 18C8.
Andy Johnson, sixty-two days more. [SomChristinas has gone. Old Santa Claus in his tails so tiresome in books of travel, and the ofret Reporter.
sketches are so beautiful, so characteristic and
On'.y that much longer in office, but on the
ermine robes and frosty beard has been on his
accustomed round and now has retired for an- suggestive, that' it is a very charming book, roll ol honesty and courageous patriotism
other year into the mysterious icy region where printed as it is in most perfect style, and bound through a’.i coming time.
he hides himself almost out of remembrance in the green which is so prevailing and favorJames Coir-i and Gideon Ilardiug, of De-
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till his season for reappearance comes round
again. The weather was such as Christmas
weather should be, and is always described in
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good

years has made us dread for this season. The
day was celebrated here in the usual way—
perhaps rather more particularly than in former

years.
orated with

Egyptian

espoused

saw-mills, engaged

emigrated from Ireland, and was a
culture, gave him the advantages
l a "ood e.'iucation.
Like all the family, he
a:c
of athletic form, robust constitution, and
act ive spirit, w it h
natural aptitude for railiwho had
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with the practice of ids profession,
tin law. to the affairs of the militia, in which
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a

first
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king.

commission under the
acts, after open

One of

hostilities had been

committed, was, together with other officers,
t..

publicly

at

.n

burn his uniform and commission

Durham common.

on

planned

He

and led a

in

nigh! attack on Fort William and Mary,
Portsmouth harbor, which resulted in its

aplure, with the stores.
•ivat

service to tin-

The latter were of

patriot

cause.

He was a

Congress, and afWashington when
both of which posi-

lei. gate to the Continental
terwards Brigadier under

Boston was invested, in
ids services wore of great importance.
i i was Sullivan who extricated the army from

tions

dung.-runs position in Canada, after the retail-.- at Quebec and death of Montgomery,
'•ouducliug the retreat with marked skill and
prudence. At the battle of Long island, which
prev.-d disas rolls to the patriot forces under
Putnam, the exposed position of Sullivan’s
command led to its being surrounded and captured, with the commander; but Washington
:.
jnitted him ol ail blame.
Wc might follow the career of Sullivan, did
our space permit, through the.
many stirring
vi lit.-* of tin- period, with which he was proms

the

inently connected

Brandywine,

Princeton.

navigation,

born to him live children,—one son and
four daughters. For the ten years iollowing
his marriage he was eminently prosperous; hut
when hostilities commenced with the mother
country, finding his residence exposed to predatory attack irom British cinisers, he removal his saws, and discontinued his work.
Throughout the war he was energetic and
devoted,. raising and commanding a force of
minute-men, and, by his activity and fearlessness, did good service to the cause. In 1770,
he was with his company at the seige of Castine, and, after returning home, he kept them
in readiness for action, inflicting many heavy
blows upon the enemy. The English and Tories made several attempts to capture him,
which, from the constant vigilance of the patriots, were inell'ectual. But one stormy night
in February, 1781, a British war vessel, the Allegiance, commanded oy Mowatt, who burnt
Falmouth, now Portland, anchored below the
town, and landed a large force of sailors and
marines. The house was silently invested; and
Capt. Sullivan aroused from his slumbers, to
find his bed surrounded by armed men. He
was hurried to the boat, and his dwelling fired
so suddenly that the children were with difficulty saved by their mother, and a hired man
who lived in the family. Taken loCastine, his
liberty and further protection from harm were
tendered him, on condition he took the oath of
allegiance to the king. Rejecting these proposals, he was carried prisoner to Halifax, and
thence sent to New York, where he was put on
board that vessel of infamous memory, the
Jersey hulk, where he remained six months.
Exchanged, he took passage for home, but died
on tiie Sound, not without suspicion of having
been poisoned, though probably, like many
others, he was the victim of the barbarities of
the British provost, who, either of his own accord or by Instruction, subju gated his prisonwere

I

ers to

unparalleled privations,

Negro Troubles in Georgia.
Savannah, Dec.

battles of Trenton,
Germantown, Rhode

The Sheriff of this

1 land

and Newtown, and the sufferings and
trials of Tally Forge.
But our readers are fa-

county and

two

30.

assist-

Saturday went to Hayward’s plantaOgechee river, eleven miles from
miliar with all these events.
this city, to arrest 17 negroes charged with
one el tlie most, important, services rendered j shooting a watchman on the plantation and
(farryiug off the crop ot the planters. They
ny Sullivan was the conducting of an expedimade live arrests at station No. 1, on the Attion against, the Five Nations, in Central New lantic & Gulf Railroad.
They were surroundYork. These Indians had made considerable ed by about 100 armed negroes who rescued
advam
toward civilization. They were well the prisoners and robbed the Sheriff', destroyed
clothed,

lived

in

ants,
tion,

villages, cultivated crops, and
well .supplied with arms by the British at
Fort Niagara.
They were hostile to the patri-

nity.
The negroes then separated into squads and
marched back to the plautations, avowing
they would have the heart’s blood of every
Whiteman on the Ogechee river; saying “the
war has commenced !” One negro watchman is
supposed to be murdered, two white men badly
hurt, and all the white men obliged to flee t.o
the city to save their lives.

were

cause, and in 17711, under the lead of Butler
and Brant, were planning an attack on the

ot

irontiers

as

soon

No lime

vastation was
them

a<

was

the

the warrants and threatened to kill him if he
ever served a legal process again in Lhat vici-

comfortable houses and in

considerable

ered.

on

oil

their crops should be gathto lie lost.
A war of de-

planned which should render

The

■

that the

ness,
with

a

structure of his

absorbing interest in busidaintiness in regard to mingling
an

common

people,

or

a

belief that to

petitor.

Sax annah, Ga.. Jam 3.
Adairs on the Ogeday set apart chee arc without change for the better. The
are
in
armed and
tor thanksgiving in honor of the victory.
negroes
large bodies driving
oil' the whites and plundering their houses and
Five years of active and barrassing service
farms of every tiling valuable. No demonstrain the Meld had seriously impaired the natural- tion
against them lias been made. The matter
tv
igorous constitution of the General, and in is under consideration, and an anxious desire
177b he felt compelled to resign his commis- is felt to quell the insurrection without bloodshed. Delluite steps xvi’l taken, probably, tosion, his physician insisting that farther ex- morrow or
Monday.
•

posure would be fatal. Ou the occasion Washington addressed to him a letter, of which the

following

is the

How They ixi it at Fairs.

concluding paragraph

1 flatter myself it is unnecessary for me to
repeat to you how high a place you hold in my
esteem. The eontideiue you have experienced,
-,ud the manner iu which you have been employed on several important occasions, testily
he value 1 set upon your military qualifications, and the regret i must feel, that circumstances have deprived the army of your serviThe pleasure I shall always take in an
ces.
interchange of good ollices, in whatever station
v,m may hereafter be placed, will be the best
onlSrmulion of the personal regard with which
I have been, and am,
Very sincerely, dear sir, &c.

A Kentuckian

relates iiis experience at a Chicago fair as follows.
It is pretty much the experience of

every one at those conventicles everywhere:
[ I dropped into a fair held for the benefit of
j some confounded society or other. 1 thought
i I would expend a dollar or two, and see what
(was going on. So ! bought myself a ticket
1 went to a table where refreshand siiil in.
incuts were sold, and called for some oysters,
A beautiful siren
chicken salad, and coffee.
with big black eyes, little white hands, and a
most bewitching mouth, spread the edibles bei don’t know how it was, but I felt a
fore me.
i
affinity toward that ministering angel
'i lie charges which are made against Sullivan strong
at once.
While eating and drinking, and deny Bancrofts are speciilcally these—1st, Want I vouring her with mine eyes in the meantime,
At
of discretion in submitting to Congress propo- we struck up a scattering conversation.
last I arose and handed her a llve-dollar bill.
sitions of reconciliation from Lord Howe; 2d,
She put. it in a little box, and forgot to give
An injudicious descent, ou Staten Island, in me
any change, but instead thereof a sweet
to
1777 ; lid, Transmitting intelligence
Wash- smile unto me saying: “Are you a stranger
I
ington which was subsequently found to lie in- to Chicago?” “Yes, Madam, am from Ken1 am a Kentuckian
“Is it possible?
tucky.”
disobedience
of
and
correct
marchorders;
I knew it." The reply was
also.” “Ah!
ing las troops to the right of Stirling, at whispered, hut it produced a faint blush, a
Brandywine, Sept. lUb, 1777 ; 4th, Wasting drooping of the beautiful eyelashes, and a
smile. “Would you like to walk
powder at Germantown, Oct. 4th, 1777; nth, gratified
around the room and look over our fancy aras
Inspector General; ticles?” (juotli the siren. “If you will show
Recommending Conway
kill, Keeping on terms of courtesy with Gates. me,” quoth the spooney. She took my arm,
To each and every one of these Mr. Amory and raising herself by it to-her toes, she mur“We are not? strangers, you know.”
makes a conclusive reply, bringing forward mured,
Go away, Grant, with your presidency, I
evidence and citing contemporaneous authority would not
change places with you this minute.
which overlhow the disparagements of the uu- Nor with Colfax, who was married this mornjust historian. The undeniably high esteem ing. Go away jaekscrews, you can’t raise me
any higher. We wandered through that room,
In which Washington ue er ceased to hold Sultalking—sweetly talking, oi things that had
livan is of itself sufficient refutation of all im- been, of
things that were, anil of things that
putations upon his juiigenienl., discretion, zeal might be. Pretty soon we cume to a silver
tea-set that was to be raffled off.
Would I
or honor.
take a chance? Of course 1 would. Then a
The civil ca <-r ol Gen. Sullivan, subsewonderful cake, with a valuable ring concealed
quent, to his retirement from the army was Im- in it, appealed to the cupidity of the chanceportant and highly useful to tne country. As takers. I was persuaded to take a chance in
Ami so things glided on until I conthe cake.
a Delegate in Congress he look a leading pocluded that if I look many more chances my
‘-itiou, and inaugurated measures of public chances forgetting home would be rather slim.
benefit. lie Idled many honorable positions, So I refused to tempt fortune any farther.
the last of which was that of Judge of the Anon a costly vvorkbox met our eyes, but I
bravely resisted all appeals, until the little
Federal Court of New Hampshire, by appointblack-eyed scoundrel took me on a new tack.
ment from Washington.
Leaning heavily on my arm, and absolutely
A disorder which grew out of the expos- resting her check on my shoulder, with those
wicked eyes and that silvery tongue she said :
ure- of camp life at last completely undermin“Won’t you take a chance for me?” Oh, well,
N.
he
died
at
and
ed his health,
Durham,
II., folks preach about the fall of Adam, but I
in 17fi5, in his tifty-flft.il year. And in that hour never blamed him, though i don’t think the old
fellow had half the excuse 1 had. I needn’t
a soldier of untarnished fame and a patriot ol
tell yon that I took that chance, and kept on
exalted worth laid dowii the burden of life.
taking chances for the unprincipled and beautiShame to the hand that seeks to pluck one ful wretch that had me in tow until 1 had
not
a dollar left.
leaf Irom the laurels that deck his tomb.
Yes, 1 was penniless, and then
Daniel Sullivan, an elder brother of tile Gen- it began to dawn on me that the young lady
was working for the success of the F’air, and
eral, settled in the present town of Sullivau, in that 1 had made a first-class fool of
myself, as
As
a
matter
of
this StaLe.
interest to his usual. There I was a bankrupt in money and
I had been robnumerous descendants iu this State, we copy in reputation, in self-respect.
F'or where is the difference
the following sketch from the Appendix to Mr. bed—yes, robbed.
between a pair of Derringers and a pair of
Amory’s work
You part with your
black eyes in a robbery?
about
Daniel Sullivan, born
17:18, was marri- money because you can't help it. I kuow that
in
the
of
town
ed at Fort Fownall,
Prospect, society looks with lenient eyes upon these fein the county of Waldo, June 14, 1764, to Abi- male guerrillas who haunt these charitable
of
John
Beau, by James Craw- fairs, hut it is my opinion, when all the robgail, daughter
lord, Esq. Daniel Bean, ol York, with others, bers come to take their final trial and receive
a
his associates, obtained
grant of what is now their final sentence, that little Chicago robber
Sullivan, and a part of Hancock, a tract about will take her place by the side of Jack Shepsix miles square, from the provincial gov- pard.
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j

|
|

I

means

most
du

formiable

the scent

com-

of

with his

the

keen,

position,
cralty, subtle scheming, and long experiit:..
noint to his resignation as Collector of Boston, rather Ham

— —

polities

Hamlin is

a

desirable

same

hold office under Johnson ; his disappointment in not receiving the Chicago nomination

to

the

Vice

Presidency

; and

to

the

the science of government, fact that, like the wounded Spartan, he cova peo- ered his hurt with his cloak, and
fought on

the search after the best interests of

ple, and
thoughts

the endeavor to

so

and actions of

the

He spoke of '.he interior of Africa
as an immense forest, which is estimated at
1800 miles in lengih, ami 700 in breadth. The

difficulty.

aspirations.

But Morrill lias

totally munity,
they certainly and 100

Gen. Sullivan

Over thirteen millions worth of new

build-

ings have been erected iu Boston tee past year.
The can-can, that was danced with so much
applause in Boston, is forbidden by the authorities in virtuous

Washington!

Xashville mechanic has invented a shooting machine, which lie calls the “Bolyfer,”
which will destroy a regiment of soldiers, distant a mile and a half, in four minutes.
.\

good sleighing,

either from

engage in polities is degrading, bold themin the hands of selves aloof from the
very places where

a

sages from American Note-books.” which has
lately been compiled and published, is one of

office, and

requeued to call at this

■.

Indians should be

Top-, and left, them powerless.
thanked by Congress, and

was

of the churches were dec-

are

re-!

women and children are
incapable of carrying out this design.
mob, tXlXtlt.
and have IblLK.'llb
been carried off into the
the
'C'JoCrS.
CA-lSil/lS
ill
Llit.^

ion was

Many

stands Hawthorne, whose books are poems in
themselves, if wanting the rhyme. Ills "Pas-

troit,

adjust a little ruatv»r 0[ business.
Forty thousand cop«s of the Congressional
eulogies upon Thud Bterr,ufli at the expense of
the public treasury, have been ordered to be
printed.

festive gatherings the hooks one feels that he must own, and reBoston lias opened her public soup-house for
evergreen;
abounded; the theatres were in full operation gard as a real friend. Hawthorne's searching the winter, where the forlorn and hungry may
all the afternoon and evening, and on the Frog observation, his droll, vivid imaination, his get omething satisfying.
Fish chowder was
i
And behold, seven other kine came up alter them out
I’ond and the grand sheet of water spanned by (lashes of humor, his simple but graphic pow- the lit 1 Dill of fare.
ol
the
and
stood
i
and
il'-favoured
lean-fleshed;
by
river,
certain classes to speak suceriugly and
other kine upon the brink of the river.
its stupendous and magnificent bridge in the er of description, and ids pure and exquisite
[ theAnd
hi Cincinnati, Win. Ashbark, jealous of his
the ill favored and lean-fleshed kine did cat up the
slightingly of politics and politicians, as I seven
Public Garden, boys swarmed like so many ea- language, give il a value few books of the kind
well-favored
and fat kine. So Pharaoh awoke.
wife, killed her with a hatchet and shot him
j
though persons who engage in politics alThe reader of the Scripture will remem- ger dies, to take advantage of the skating. possess, and communicate to his pictures of self l lirough the head.
the way, has been excellent at Fresh scenery, narratives of incidents and descripways do so from unworthy motives, and are ber that Pharaoh took the advice of Joseph, This, by
A Yankee lias set up a steam grist mill at
and
Jamaica
Ponds, and at the Skating Park tions of men, motives and tilings, a charm
themselves ot doubtful integrity from the an
ueartlie Mount of Olivos, and grinds
excellent young man who was sojourn- at the Soutli
.Jerusalem,
which
the
can
bestow.
A
of
to
book
Euwhich
was
only genius
End,
opened
fact that they are so engaged. The men
out grists at a lair toll.
in
his
and
ing
provided against public a few evenings since, with the price of ropean travel by I)r. Peabody, of Cambridge,
kingdom,
who talk thus pride themselves on standing
Aii incendiary is trying hard to burn the city
the disaster which the dream foreshadowed. tickets put up high enough to keep out the written in the author’s quiet, scholarly style,
nl '.'•wburyporl.
aloof from the management ol all party
At favorable times, when
"A
and
in
Mrs.
and
music
band.
Gilmore's
Bra/Jl,”
Journey
by
Agassis,
crowd,
We
by
one.
The story Is an instructive
tin■ wind is high, some combustible building Is
are
both
media
which
influence
or
or
the
use
of
even
the
a
deal
of
For
week
very agreeable
allairs,
pabulum
through
past
great
any
commend the editor of the Whig to borrow !
hi
!*\
ingeniously arranged bux with a
of various kinds has been offered to the public to visit foreign lauds, whose manners, customs i:is
the expression of a wish as to who shall
a copy of the Bible at Bughee’s and read
The latest attempt
candle
within it.
iigiited
ami
become
is
at
this
to
exwhich
season
appearance may easily
perfect.)}
mind,
supposed
fill the offices, or shape the city, stale or
: that
u
by firing a barn containing a large ipiautlto comprehend and appreciate familiar to 11s if ive read the many books of
portion of the hook of Genesis.
sufficiently
pand
national policies.
flic citizens are exceedingly anxThe dream of Pharaoh is a daily reality [ everything.
Concerts and lectures abound; foreign travel witli which the store libraries u "i hay.
We hold this to lie altogether a false
ious to get hold of the fellow.
in this country.
We see the. sleek and Put \ among the latter 1 am happy to speak of a very | abound.
The fireside hooks areas usual so many and
one by l)u Chaillu, the African exview, and one is its results working harm
There i' a man in Chicago who places a cap
boudlioldiug kiue feeding in the rich mead-; entertaining
He gave to a large and attentive audi- so various that in choosing among them mu
■hi l.i- head and lets Capt. Travis nut a plsto
to the community.
Its advocates are often
plorer.
The lean and roughows of the treasury.
ence a very humorous and at the same time is overwhelmed with an “embarrat dr. I'i’ lt, *..<
hall through A at twelve paces, the bullet gothe most successful business men of a comcoated tax paying kiue are looking on with
earnest account of his travels !n the interior and while admiring, stands helplessly wonder
ing within an inch ol his skull.
munity, capitalists, men of leisure, culture hungry eyes. Ere long if the injustice be of Africa, where strange beasts and birds iug who could have written them all. Oliver
Mr. Wing, ol Bangor, who had au apoplectic
and wealth. If such men imbibe this sentinot righted, the catastrophe that Pharaoh abound, where gorillas walkabout in great free- Optic, in whom boys delight, is energetic as
He was on his wedlit at Lewiston, is dead.
ment, act upon it, and impress it upon saw will come to
and as a striking contrast, dwarfs three ever, and the Dotty Dimple and Little Trudy
pass here—the lean kine dom,
ding tour.
feet high are found; where most of the inhab- stories are continued, much to the joy of ladies
others, the result needs no prophet to fore- will devour the fat ones.
During a .lance ai Fort Sullivau, Kastport.
itants arc wild cannibals, and the Lhcrmometor aged six and thereabouts, while books with
tell.
If honorable and high-minded men
on
If the Whig desires any further comChristmas eve, two soldiers broke opeu
in March and April, which are the hottest such alluring titles as “Miss Lily’s Voyage
who might give to primary meetings a
Sargent Crowley’.-. trunk stole $2400 ill bonds,
mentaries on Joseph’s sojourn in the laud
the
“Tin
round
“The
Little
he
World,”
land”
Gipscy,"
months, is 140°. In this ‘‘delightlul
and deserted.
more dignified tone and better guidance,
They were captured, and are
of Pharaoh, and particularly concerning made the acquaintance of some cannibal Cam- Flower aud the Star,” and “Handsome is that
umv in jail.
refuse to do sorthe alternative is that deone
he
Handsome
make
“would
that,
the
does,”
the little affair with Mrs. Potiphar, it is re- illas who were in the habit of sending
The contested will ease in Bath, in which Its
signing demagogues, men of low cunning ferred to its political brethren Elder Gil- bodies of those members of their families who were a boy again.’
was contested because it was made
Sultlcieiiey
For
those
soar
above
aud
who
who work solely lor plunder and selfish
beyond EngI died, as a delicate attention to some of Iheir
man, Elder Kalloch, Elder Pomroy, or
literature
there
is
no lack of for- under spiritual intiiienec, has beeu decided iu
lish
aloue,
in
return
a
similar
courtesy
friends, expecting
ends, will control party meetings for their Elder Serein- Howe.
;
I
! whenever opportunity olfered. As he was the eign books, among them some Japane se books, I at or .A lie cxi eiitors, bus sustaining the will.
purposes. We have seen and are daily seeA woman iu
Wousi: in is CuoToN’ Oil.
first white man whom some of these pleasant quaintly illustrated, some of which, relating to
One of the snugThe Senatokshh'.
ing this fact examplilied.
brethren had ever seen, they naturally regarded gymnastic exercises, show remarkable muscu- Switzerland, a nurse, has been detected lu polj
A friend of ours, ?. gentleman of for- gest and most exciting political contests
lar dt dopwent among the Japanese.
; him with some interest, not mimixed with cusoiiing people with belladonna. She had sent
tune, fine taste, and within whose grasp are that the radicals of this State have ever riosity, and one thing which surprised them
Apropos of Christmas presents, ( hear of our nine victims to the grave.
all reasonable means of happiness, said to had in their owe ranks, is just, at present particularly was that his feet (which they con- intensely practical gentleman, who distributed
Th -elioon
Laurel, of Hancock, from Balshould lie black while horse car tickets, umbrellas aud postage stamps
us not
timore lot I-'ll- worth, with corn, dragged ashore
long since, pointing at a certain transpiring over the United States Senator- sidered his boots to be)
bis face was white. One oi the kings, being among his lainily and friends, for holiday gift.-'
She will
at Provim-i town, in the late gale.
obnoxious official, “There, when such a ship, now filled by Lot M. Morrill,
llis
pleased with Dll Chaillu, Invited him to re- an atteutiou Ivy uo means undesirable.
eoiiie eg without damage, it is thought.
man as he cau reach such a place, what term
of
on
the
Fourth
March.
Lot
expires
main with them permanently and as an induceThe New Year was ushered in with tin
On New leai
day the Portland Advertiser
eucouragomcut have I to take part in has long been cautiously and cunningly lay- ment brought out eight hundred of the pret- snow storm of the season thus far, which cou
commenced the ,ssue ol a morning as well as
of
of
We
the
lines
the
1
is
realm
of
noble
for
lor
a
his
corns
and
women
politics?”
thought
tinned with great industry all through the
re-election, pledging rep- tiest girls
ing
mi evening edition
The Advertiser is a very
great poet—
resentatives, senators and politicians, as him to choose a wife from. As ail excuse to day. The result was so large a body of snow
and interesting sheet.
enterprising,
spright.y
he
said
“Tis not in our stars, !‘Ut in ourselves,
this
dreadful
as seriously to impede the progress of railroad
attention,
well as securing the voice of the press, escape from
That we are thus or thus.”
A farmer iu Michigan, tludiug that ids sheep
that if lie took one it woald make the other trains, cause milk men and other public beneOur reply was that the very reason why lie lias shaped his otheial action carefully
were disappearing mysteriously recently, plac790 jealous, which the Elders of the tribe factors to be much behind their usual hour of
ed a wolf trap in the Held. A few days afterobnoxious and unfit men are raised lo offi- to this end, and thereby secured some pretthought a good idea, and generously offered arriving, and what is more to the point, lias wards he found it sprung, and now one of his
cial position is because men like, our friend, ty stiff timber wherewith to prop up the him ttie whole, which he declined with great made very
which, as the ilrst neighbors is laid up with a sprained ankle.

eat via-ht
U,..
sm*h miutnVpst may
and a sheriff's posse ol between 300 then take the
lead,aud the fountain of govcitizens will leave at daybreak tomorrooted out.” And rooted out
ernment is poisoned at its very source.
row to rescue the women and children.
The
•.vt-re.
With great foresight, energy and skill
decline to interfere till the power of
military
There should he no reproach in the term
hillivau invaded their country, defeated the the civil authorities
for preserving order are
In its larger and proper sense,
their
burnt
politician.
exhausted.
their
Indians,
towns, destroyed

l

is

reading matter alone, their name is legiot..
The poetical element seems to be prominent,
novels,—clear, crisp, and exhilarating. The as we have new volumes by Longfellow, Lowtrue New England Christmas should, perhaps, ell, Whittier and Browning, a perfect shower
find snow abounding, so that sleigh-riding may of brilliant stars; and last but hardly least,
form one of the entertainments, but we rejoice perhaps, Lucy Larcom’s poems, which Whitthat your Maine Indians have predicted aright, tier and other lovers of song speak of as posand that the open winter they prophesied has sessing great merit, are simple, .sweet and
On
until now taken the place of the severe cold fresh as any that have appeared of late.
storms whicii the experience of the last two the threshold of this magic realm of poesy

chap

the patriot, cause, one of whom was Governor
.fumes Sullivan, ol Massachusetts. IIis father,

As to the books whose attraction

ite a color.

shape the to victory. They allege (and it is wondergoverning lul if true) that llamliu is tar from being a
power as to secure the greatest advantages wealthy man, notwithstanding the opporto the community.
In this country that tunities which have made capitalists of so
is
th«#
will of the people, many of his illustrious compatriots, includgoverning power
and
subject to constitu- ing Morrill.
legally expressed,
tional provisions. If a man has experience,
There will he a great gathering of the
wisdom—it
elans
at Augusta during this week and next,
judgment, forecast, prudence,
is his duty no less than his interest to give for the
purpose o( bringing electioneering
his fellow men aud the community the appliances to hear on
unpledged members,

j

size, being from two to
The fashion of making New Year's calls, so
height, and twenty-five extensively observed by the Gothamites, linin diameter. Under these, smaller trees grow, net yet become general here, but is slowly oh
and under these again a jungle which makes an tabling favor as one oi our social institutions,
i almost, impenetrable labyrinth.
and was somewhat practiced on New Year'Iii enumerating in my last letter the various
day, notwithstanding the storm.
I attractions offered to t ie public at this time, 1
Eighteen hundred and sixty-eight is gone,
did not mention the new books, being a .-ul>- but has left behind it the results of what a free
i
jcct too extensive to be included in the cursory and industrious people can do to promote
glance J;iven at the 1 oliday novelties within their country’s happiness and honor.
As we
those limits.
Bill they form one of the most remember tin* sad New Year’s
days that dawnalluring and undoubtedly profitable kinds of ed upon ns all only within a few short years,
ai uum aca.iuu of course there
mercnanuise.
| when holidays seemed a mockery aud we.
is a whole avalanche of new books launched trembled to think
what the corning year might
|
upon public favor, of more or less excellence, bring forth, it is pleasant to contrast that time
for children, and those of maturer years.
We of darkness and
peril with the peace which
rejoice now in so many really excellent book- now again reigns over the land. And this is
stores that it is quite a difficult matter to de- what we must all
think, as the bells ring in the
cide which is the best.. A learned bibliopolist New Year:
recently remarked that he “had bought books
King out lulse pride in place and blond
trees

are

of enormous

three hundred feel in

1

in ev ery celeorated
but had

richer or more

Europe
elegant display

or

America

than

a

Little i

we

and expect

our

and

public affairs to be
a good
government

properly managed,
provided, with as little forethought

as

i

were

|

on

going

to bet, a

dollar,

we

should

lay

it

the head of Hannibal.

The

so

called

gift books are many ol them
massive volumes, rich in illus-

very beautiful,
trations and choice

reading matter. The poet
here appears in his most exquisite dress, aud
the works of noted artists and painters are

the
Tim ramrods of

Massachusetts, who learn
are
preparing to re- faithfully transferred to paper, forming most
lu conclusion, let us say that uo man, iu | nothing by experience,
enact their prohibitory laws, with new
and interesting volumes.
Among these may lie
whatever circumstances, can with
safety he more odious features. They disavowed any mentioned Barnes “liural l’oems,” whose
title
indifferent to political affairs. They under- such purpose before the
election, ami having is amply suggestive of the style of the contents,
air

we

breathe 'i

lie his

comfort, his prosperity, and his per- crept into power under the cover of national which of course are all of the loveliness and
safety. And when we hear a mau issues, are now rejoicing over the success of happiness of country life. The poems are pure
the stratagem. The same is true of our ovvu aud
who denounces politicians and ignores
sweet, full of the never wearying beauties
State,
ft is pretty certain that this is to he and melodies of
Held and wood, of mosses and
politics complaining that unfit meu gets in- tlie principal Issue iu the State elections
next violets, the songs cf birds and the
babbling
to places of trust, he is
self-accusatory and fail. And tlie people will be called upon to laughter of brooks
broadening into rivers
He is the
declare

sonal

self-rebukiug.
complaining

man,

his

neglected

unthrifty

that tares

husband-

spring

up in

field.

A dispatcu dated at New Orleans,
aist, has the following—

on

the

The editor of the Marksville Register, who
is also the clerk of the 7th Judicial District
Court, reports the total destruction of his paper by a mob led on by the editor of the Marksville Villager, a Democratic paper published
in the same place.
It seems the

people are adopting Northern
there, and becoming iu reality reconstructed. They have so far advanced toward radical notions as to destroy newspaper
ideas down

establishments that don’t suit their ideas,
differ iu sentiment from them.

or

This incident

recalls very forcibly to mind the articles that
used to appear in the Prog. Age instigating
the destruction of this office, and
threatening
that the editor should be murdered.

by their ballots, whether they will have which run on to tile “voiceful sea.”
Tennyignorant jackass in tlie shape of a State son’s “Locksley Hall,"a poem whose lines
are
Constable prying open their jaws to see what lull of
suggestions to an artist, is exquisitely
lias gone down their throats, or whether
they illustrated with nineteen designs by lleunessy,
will, each one for himself, use tlie mind that and is a
very desirable companion to the illusGod has given him to regulate his diet.
We trated Evangeline,
Hyperion and Snow Bound,
think the people' are ready for this question.
which, touched by the artists delicate and fanan

It was curious tiiat Grant left

Washington

ciful pencil
own

already

receive

1'he civic slander anil the a pile,
King In tin. love of truth and right.
King in the common love oi good.

bookstore in the world,

found in

never

jareut

ence

We understand that the lion. John A. Peters
construction of the President's Amnesty proclamation lias reached this city by due course
ol mail.
According to his interpretation, its
provisions are not so sweeping and universal
as we imd supposed.
He declares that it does
include in the partlnu "Gorham L Boynton,
Mareeliu Finery, Dudley F. Leavitt, and old
.Jo. Chase I’
[Bangor Democrat.
\

man

whipped,

an

added beauty

beautiful contents.

to

their

in Acton, Mass., whose boy hud beeu
carried the punishment back to the

school-house and

deposited

it with the master,

it ivmained at last accounts.

wher

\ new

suspension bridge

across

river, has just, been opened.

Down with the traitor,” is the motto of the
in blue. From the proceedings at thebauUUel. in Chicago, last week, it is evident that
most of them consider champagne a traitor.

boys

.lust

the

previously to
at Bangor

eitcnieu!
in

on

big lire, the great ex
skating rink, fenced

was a

the icy bosom of the Penobscot, and
clear of snow.

raped

si

American corn-cobs

are

sold in London as

A sky -rocket took off a man’s leg lu Kirliinoud Christmas eve, and killed him.

Congressman Lynch is very busy in Dying
give an honest explanation of the use of his
frank to put Ions of printed matter through

“King

in tire valiant man and free,
Die larger heart, the kindlier baud.
King out the darkness oi the land,
King in the Christ that is to be.”

to

the mail.
flic Bangor Whig says Unit the corporators
of the Winterport Railroad Co. have elected
N. II Hubbard. F. F. Littlefield, Job Lord, T

GENERALITIES.

W. Vos,-,

f.

Cashing.

Samuel

1{. 15. Dunu, Esq. is building a Methodist
Church in Waterville, worth about Si'./nm on
bis own hook. [Somerset Reporter

Cushing. Directors for 1869.

What would it be worth on any other man’s
hook ?

and Job I

Oasserly,

nia, is

an

editor

by reporting

brethren of the
dinner the oilier
were

the new Senator from Califor-

by profession,

for

New

a

quill
day,

and

York

began

paper,

life
Ills

in that city gave him a
whereat many good things

said.

The Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad will in
miles in length.
Three thousand eight'
hundred tons of iron have been bought for tinroad, to be delivered May 1st of next year
Tile road, exclusive of rolling stock will cost
Slit,SCO per mile.

forty

Hoop

skirts are

being greatly

Niagara
long-

“patent lirc-lighters.’1

"King out old shapes of foul disease,
King out tin- narrowing lust of gold
King out the thousand wars of old,
King in the thousand years ot peace.

Mr.

the

Tt has the

est span oil the continent.

"

benefit that may arise from the exercise ol and those that can be influenced by
greeu- Brown make at Christmas.” To the uutravelI
those qualities. He does not fulfill the j hack considerations.
There arc oue linn- led this does not seem to lie extravagant praise,
duties of a citizen who manifests iudiffer- j dred and fifty-two radical members of the but “comparisons are odious,’ and what is
said of one may be said of all, and that can
ence
regarding the humblest of public Legislature, who will meet in caucus to debe too mucli in favor of these attractive
hardly
duties, and the bands lo which they are cide the question. Hamlin’s friends are stores, beside which the
emporiums of dry
committed.
probably sure of say sixty-live, while they goods seem too frivolous to be noticed, con fee
No mau has wealth enough to be iiuliff- claim
[
eighty-seven. Some twenty mem- j tionary becomes for too ordinary a kind of deand the fancy stores with all their gay
l> the administration of the
goveru- bers are claimed by both parties, and prob- ! light,
fascinations
fade into entire insignificance. The
i
jment uuder which he lives. Indeed the ably a considerable portion of that patriotic
colors and burnished gilt ol the books
bright
|
of
all
men, has the most reason ! hand are open to conviction.
capitalists,
lining the shelves and heaped in lavish profufor solicitude in this respect—for unwise
A fortnight ago, it was thought by out- sion in the windows and on the counters make
laws or indifference to the execution of siders that Morrill would
sweep the board ; a dazzling display of all that is sumptuous aud
good ones may sap the foundations of his hut. Hamlin is of late developing a wonder- mVtmVie in literature. Fresh in their dainty
fortune, or may foster crime that shall ful degree of strength. He seems to have bindings, enclosing exquisitely printed aud engraved treasures, they open to us a world of
wrench it away or lay it waste.
It is said been greatly successful in
securing the delight which may remain|a life long possession
j
that there is nothing in this world worth
press. The New York Tribune had a re- and enjoyment.
As Sheridan so neatly exhaviug which is not the result of labor. cent article strongly urging his election, j! presses in his School lor Scandal, You shall
We expect no other good in life
except as while by far the larger part of the inllueu- I see a beautiful quarto page, where a neat rivuthe result ot constant care and exertion. tial radical presses of this State have de- | let. of text shall meander through a meadow of
I margin.”
then should we sit do-vn with indiffer- clared for the ex-Yicft President.
If

Why

of the season, is amply improved by many
drivers of equipages with gay robes and tinkling bells.

reduced

in

size—for which let us all be thankful.
A

made eh.nee ol N. 11.
i. <

Dillany,

T. H

The Directors

Hubbard, Esij

President,

Jerk and Treasurer.

Flour and dried codfish, in a good state of
preservation, are dug from the ruins of the
late lire in Bangor.
\ vi v loy il collector of internal revenue iu
Virginia is in tumble about $25,000 that he
can’t account for.
I ll
v\ a

iiii'ii

arrested fur murder of tin* Malden

tollman liav<- been

Ncyv
in.

A-

A..ik must lie
fli«-ia

discharged.
a

charming plac^

to

live

clearing tire snow
from iii- idewalk in the morning, a iiulian attempted to rob liim ami being resisted, inflictt

man

was

ed mortal stalls and tied.
i iie llrstand second mates of the ship Santee

blustering snow-storm prevailed on New have In n tried in San ITam isco for the abuse
Year’s day lu Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
of apprentice boys, and sentenced to State
and as far west s.s Chicago.
Wc have had no
i’lisoii for two years. 'They were cruelly
such weather iu this region during the winter.
beaten, ami forced to drink salt water I»y the
The Gardiner correspondent of the Boston gallon.
Herald says that a light took place at an evenThe olticials continue to llud illicit distiller
ing meeting in a church in the former city, ics in New York and lirooklyu, lint there are
duriug which the brethren shied the hymn hundreds that no otlicial eye has seen.
books at each other’s heads, and did other
A
darkey in Natchez was boasting to a
belligerent tilings. The City Marshall quelled grocer of the cheapness of ten pounds of sugar
lie had bought at a rival store. “Let me weigh
the row.
the package,' said the grocer. The darkey
There is a dog lu Brunswick that attends
assented, and it was found two pounds short'.
services at the Methodist chapel, ami bends Tile color, d gentleman looked perplexed for a
low his fore paws and head during prayers. moment, and then said, “(luess lie didn't cheat
tlis child much; for while lie was gettiu’ de so
We don’t want to be held responsible for this
gar, I stole two pair of shoes.”
statement. Our authority Is the Telegraph
Alonzo Turner, of Auburn, was accidentally
Maine lobsters tlnd a market across the At- shot, and killed
by his brother on the e.l, while
lantic.
hunting.
Forrest Is playing in Portland.
in Vermont, for live years, divorces have
The latest Boston notion Is a big concert on numbered oue to every twenty marriages.

before New Year’s to avoid the usual otileial
One of the most popular of the new illustratcall on the President, while Butler went to
the ed books is
Dickeu’s “Christmas Carol,” which
White House, and was received with a
cordial wins
general favor by its own merits and its the Common next summer, with a thousand
greeting.
appropriateness to the season, as well as by the instruments, ten thousand vocalists, and artilAlden Sprague, Esq., of the Iiockland Free pleasant remembrance so many of us have, how lery for the heavy bass. The mosquitoes will
Press, has purchased tiie remaining interest of perfectly we heard the great writer read it last leud their Hue treble, perhaps.
ltocklaud is considering the matter of purJohn L. Stevens, Esq., iu the Kennebec Jour- yeai, strengthening and enlarging our appreciation of it.
Mr. Eytinge, the artist, has
nal, and will hereaftei be associated in the pubchasing the water works, now owned by a
a
lication of that paper.
Mr. Edwin Sprague already reputation as one of tin* best illustra- company
tors ol Dickens's books, and
will iu future publish the Free Press.
this is one ol his
lu on old cemetery at Rockville, Conn., is a
happiest eflorts. An unpretentious hut very gravestone containing the lollowing inscripPenobscot lumbermen expect to double tlieir pleasant aud
attractive book is also “Sketches tion ;
tu memory ol .lane Bent,
quantity of lumber this year over the last.
Abroad, with pen and pencil,”by F. O. C. DarWho kick’d up her heels and away she went.

The Whig considers that baugor had a wonderful escape on flic night ol the late ilia*, ami
calls lor a better ordered lire department.
We see il i* .-tab d lliat the experiments made
in Portland prove that the most permanent
walls are those built ol brick in cold weather
and the mortar irozen dry soon alter the
bricks are laid.
Near Portland
lruin

freezing by

a

drunken soldier was saved

his

dog. The dog
help came.

him and barked until

stood over

got $10,000.
I
toother indictment and trial of Surratt Is I
Why not dig up the remains of his I
aikt .1
■

■■

mother V

w

OWING TO THE PECU-

Caucus Nominations at Augusta.

lias made her
voting woman in Mississippi
..mine out of a breat h of promise case. She
\

20th,
si,ip Emily MeNear cleared at Mobile
s.,. .1.,
bales eotton, valued at ■-. • j El
,.
cork or Falmouth for order-•
of the
While trying to blow up the remains
Hook, on
te inter Scotland off Sandy
ith

in one of the

Tlie liaugor Whig 61
ha> the following special

Wednesday morning
despatch :
Augusta, Jan.

The Senatorial

caucus nominated Stephen 1).
of Norridgewock, for President, IS
to <;; Thos. P. Cleaves, Brownfield, Secretary;
S. W. Lane, Augusta, Assistant Secretary.
The House caucus nominated Josialt II.
Drummond, of Portland, for Speaker, by acclamation; S. J. Chadbourne, Dixmont, Clerk;
Z. A. Smith, Skowliegau, Assistant Clerk.
Hamlin stock is steadily improving.

Lindsey,

lot of

a

powder

Can it be believed?

,•

The

such a man as Josiah II. Drummond !

Such is

doing so much better than the
ingratitude of republics. Let our disapwa- expected, on railroads.
They
pointed neighbor put crape on his hat, drop a
ak ssily in frosty weather.
tear over the grave of his political aspirations,
I,
Davis Slidell, Mason, and a host of oth- and erect there a stone with the inscription
pardoned by the recent proclamation, are which the sorrowing father placed over his
lining home.
premature baby—
II, Boston poll,, records show liie existSince I so very soon am clone lor.
1 wonder what 1 was begun for
n that city ot a gang of young burglars
a.
wl. are rivalling Jack Sheppard in their darA merchant was accustomed to demand an
are

not

•

e

ml.s, tins and unaccountable escapes.

ns

excuse
excuse

I lie I'.rst of January brought about a pretty
in. v -,pt e/.e in tbe commercial centres.
!

n.v

well: but don’t let it happen
morning a married clerk, being

Augusta say that Blaine wilj
Senntorship rather that have!
the family.

..nuts from

t

the 1

take

S.

trouble m

whenever his clerks arrived late. The
given, lie Invariably added: “Very

Local items, &c.

again."

Due
behind time,
was promptly interrogated as to the cause.
Slightly embarrassed, he replied: “The truth
is, Sir, 1 had au addition to my family this
morning, and it was not convenient to be here
sooner.” “Very well,” said the merchant, in
his quick, nervous manner.
very well ; but
don’t let it happen again !"

There is, probably,
I benefit,
our readers more,

and the offices
the
Freedom from these
arc subject to many sufferings.
in
no
small
contribute
degree to their happiness and welfare, for none can be happy who are ill. Not only so,
but no one of these various female complaints can
be suffered to run on without involving the general
health of the individual, and ere long
permanent sickness and premature decline. Nor is it pleasant
to consult a physician for the relief of these various delicate affections, and only upon the most urgent necessity
will a true woman so far sacrifice her greatest charm as
to do this. The sex will then thank us for placing in
their hands simple specifics which will be found efficacious in relieving and curing almost every one of those
troublesome complaints peculiar to the sox.
11 elm bold’s Extract of Buciiu. Hundreds suffer
on in silence, and hundreds of others apply vainly to
druggists and doctors, who either merely tantalize them
with the hope ot a cure or apply remedies which make
them worse. I would not wish to assert anything that
would do injustice to the afilicted, but 1 am obliged to
say that although it may bo produced from excessive exhaustion of the powers of life, by laborious employment,
unwholesome air and lood, profuse menstruation, the use
of tea and coffee, and frequent childbirth, it is far oftener
caused by direct irritation, applied to the mucous membrane ot the vagina itself.
When reviewing the causes of these distressing complaints, it is most painful to contemplate the attendant
evils consequent upon them. It is but simple justice to
the subject to enumerate a few of the many additional
causes which so largely affect the life, health, and happiness of woman in all classes of society, and which, consequently, affect more or less directly, the welfare of the
entire human family. The mania that exists for precocious education and marriage, causes the years that nature designed lor corporeal dcvelopement to be wasted
and perverted in the restiaints of dress, the early confinement of school, and especially in the unhealthy excitement ol the ball-room. Thus, with the body hall-clothed,
and tin- mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting in
midnight revel the hours designed by nature for sleep
and rest, the work ol destruction is half accomplished.
In consequence ot this early strain upon her system,
unnecessary ell'ort is required by the delicate votary to
retain her situation in school at a later day, thus aggravating the evil. When one excitement is over, another
in prospective keeps the mind morbidly sensitive to im
pression, while the now constant restraint of fashionable
dress, absolutely forbidding the exercise indispensible to
the attainment and retention of organic health and
strength; the exposure to night air; the sudden change
of temperature; the complete prostration produced by
excessive dancing, must, of necessity, produce their legitimate effect. At last, an early marriage, cups the climax of misery, and the unfortunate one, hitherto so utterly regardless of the plain dictates and remonstrances
of her delicate nature, becomes an unwilling subject of
medical treatment. This is but a truthful picture of the
experience of thousands of our young women.
Long belore the ability to exercise the functions ot the
generative organs, the} require an education of their
peculiar nervous system, composed of what is called the
tissue, which is, in common with the female bn. st and
lips, evidently under the control of mental emoti us and
associations at an early period of lile; and, as we shall
subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead,
long before puberty, to habits which sap the very life ol
their victims ere nature has sell-completed their development.
For Female Weakness and Debility, Whites orLeucorrho-a, Too Proiusc Menstruation, Exhaustion, Too Long
Continued Periods, lor Prolapsus and Bearing Down, or
Prolapsus Uteri, we offer the most perfect specific known.
II ELMROLD'S CoMl’OLLNl) EXTRACT lil'ClIU. Directions lor use, diet, and advice, accompany.
Females in every period of life, from infancy to extreme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature in the
discharge ol its functions. Strength is the glory ot manhood and womanhood. HklmboliPs Extract lit em
is more strengthening than any of the preparations of
Bark or iron, infinitely safer* and more pleasant.
!i elm hold’s Extract Buchu, having received the indorsement ol the most prominent physicians in the
United States, is now offered to afilicted humanity as a
certain cure for the following diseases and symptoms,
from whatever cause originating:
General Debility,
Mental and physical Depression, Imbecility, Determination ot Blood to the Head, Confused Ideas, Hysteria,
General Irritability, Itestlcssness and Sleeplessness at
Night, Absence of Muscular Efficiency, Loss of Appetite,

long

producing

BANKRUPTCY

BOSTON PRODUCE KS tnKET.

liar and

unappreciating and
four men ill it to blinded wretches who form the radical majorimats exploded, blowing the
ty in the House of Representatives aL Augusta,
atoms
have ignored the great abilities of the editor of
the
rheumatism
by
sting
Erenchin.i euies
tue Prog. Age, the readiness, tact and sprigiitot wasps.
liuess that so euiluouUy lit him for the position
s
n, the Democratic Mayor of Bosof Speaker!
'They have actually taken up with
on
Monday,
inaugurated
Sunday last

WOMAN.—FEMALES,
important relations which they sustain,
they perform,
peculiar organization,

NOTICES.

Friday Jan. 1.
BUTTE 11—We quote common Western and Canada at
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
32a35c; choice Western 38al0c; choice Canada 40a42c;
common New York and Vermont dairies 38a42c; extra
next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County of
straight dairies 42a44c; fall Butter at 15a48c per lb.
Waldo, will be held at the office of the Register of
CHEESE—We quote line factory at 20c; prime New
York and Vermont dairies 10c; common do 17 l-2alSc; Probate, in Belfast, on the sixteenth day of February,
A.D. I860, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
Worcester county factory and dairy I8a20c pgr lb.
PETER TIIACHE R.
EGGS—The market is firm with a liglit stock, and 43c
Register in Bankruptcy, 5th Cong. Dist., Me.
is readily obtained for fresh laid.
2-1 tf.
Belfast, Dec. 16, 1868.
FRESH MEAT’S—The supply of Dressed Hogs here is
light, and prices have advanced to-day to 13 l-2al2 3-4c,
and some parties are holding lor 13c. Mutton and Lamb District Court of tiie United ) Tv n. Y,T(.v
JN uamvku u
are in liglit supply, and there Ins been a marked advance
States, District of Maine.
j

THE

on

the inferior

carcasses.

Beef is djjj at quotations. We
,v> loo lor choice; dodo

In the matter of Edwin P. Treat, Bankrupt.
l-2c;
I.-mb—inferior car- 'rruiis IS TO GIVE NOTICE that n Petition lias been
casses 4afic. -Country Beef 8al3c;
day of January,
Chicago Beef Salic; JL presented to the Court, this second
A. I)., 1869, by EDWIN P. TREAT of Frankfort, in said
Brighton Beef Sal6c.
BEANS—The market is rather
but holders are' District a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to
firm. We note sales of 60 bbls mediums at $3 75 per; have a lull discharge from all his debts provable under
bush; good Western Pea Beans sell at $4, and choice the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is Ordered by tlie Court that a hearing be had
Vermont and Maine Beans at 4 I2a4 25 per bushel.
VEGETABLES—New York potatoes selling at 80a85c upon the same, on the first Monday of July, A. D., 1869,
per bushel for Jackson Whites, and Maine stock at85a00c, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at ten
although but few soil at the latter price. Onions arc o’clock, A. M., and mat notice thereof be published in
the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Journal,
scarce and flrfn at $7 50a8 50 per bbl.
FRUITS—There is but little demand for Apples, but newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
the market is firm at $4 per bbl for Eastern Baldwins, three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved their
and $1 50 for Greenings and Sweet Apples. Cranberries debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said
sell in small lots af $10alS for State, and $20 for Cape time and place, and show cause, if any they have, why the
berries.
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
POULTRY—Choice Turkeys are scarce, and would sell
3w26
Clerk of District Court for said District.
readily at 25c. The market is abundantly supplied with
common Western poultry, which in the absence oi something better is selling a little more freely. We quote I District Court of tiik United ) lN
Tv
v..
good and common Turkeys and Chickens ;.t 12 l-2al8c;
States. District of Maine.
\ «a>krlph y.
Geese at 12 l-2al5c.
I In the matter of llarlord 15. Knowles, Bankrupt,
HAY—There is a moderate demand at $24a25 per ton
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition having
for prime, and $10al8 per ton for Inferior qualities.
rpiIIS
X teen presented to the Court on the twentieth day ol
August, A. D., 18Gb, by HAKPORD B. KNOWLES ol
Pembroke, in said District a Bankrupt, praying that he
THE StCIEMCE OF LIFE ;
may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts,
provable under the Bankrupt Act, and an order ol notice having been issued thereupon by said Court, returnable before said Court, at Portland, in said District, on
the thirtieth day ot November, A. 1)., 1868, at three
KW Medical Book, the best in the world, written
o’clock, P. M., and it having been made to appear to the
by l)r. A. II. Hayes, who has had more experience Court that the said order,
through accident, and without
in dealing with diseases treated upon in this book than
fault upon the part of said Bankrupt has not been comany other living physician. It treats upon t he ERRORS plied with, and said Bankrupt upon this twenty-first
OK YOUTH, PREMATURE DECLINE OF MANday of December, A. D., 18Gb, having applied to t he Court
HOOD, SEMINAL WEAKNESS and all DISEASES for a new order of notice
upon his said Petition :
and ABUSES of the GENERATIVE ORGANS. Tt conIt js now Ordered by the Court that a hearing be
in
tains 3oo pages bound
cloth, illustrated with beautiful had
the
on
the
first Monday ot June, A. D.,
same,
upon
engravings. “This is no quack doctor’s cheap advertis- loG'J, before the Court in Portland, in said
at
ing pamphlet, but a truly scientific and popular treatise ten o’clock. A. M., and that notice thereof beDistrict,
published
by one of the most learned and popular physicians of the in the Muchius
and the Republican Journal,
Republican
day. If the young and middle-aged would avoid mental
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
depression, all nervous diseases, premature decay and three
weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
death, let them read Dr. Hayes’ popular medical work their debts
and other persons in interest, may appear at
entitled‘The Science of Life.’”--Medical and Surgical
said time and place, and show cause, it any they have,
Journal.
tiie
prayer ol said Petition should not be granted.
Sent by mail, securely scaled, on receipt of price, only why
WM. P. PREBLE,
$1; in extra Morocco, $3. Address the Author, No. 4
3w2G
Clerk of District Court lor said DistrictBulfinch street, Boston, (opposite the Revere House.)
N. B.—Dr. 11. can always be consulted in the strictest
( U1HT OT TI1K UIITGO
confidence. Inviolable. Secrecy and Certain Itelief.

quote Mutton and Lamb—frozen
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TAKE pleasure in announcing to the citizens ot
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notices,
beyond
date,name
age,
In which the Holden Sheaf Bourborn is put up makes and other terrible intlictions from this fruitful cause ol be paid for.\
-,
wonts have been said on the
24tf
MARSHALL DAVIS, Assignee.
uq. iiati
it a neat package to keep in the house or send away. It disease.
In Penobscot, Dec. 2'.Hh, Amanda L. daughter of
In cases, too, ot Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Com■ulp'-( by ili.ise caught in these sudden eaves- ! is old and pure. C. A. Richards & (Jo., 9'J Washington
Ward
10
well, aged
days.
street, Boston, hugest Retail Wine atd Spirit House in plaints, and others of a similar nature, have no fears ol Leroy
Notice.
In Belmont Dec. d ISOs Eleager Edgecomb
droppiua.-.
the result if you place yourself under his charge; his is
Aged 45.
l America.
In Waldo, Jan. 1st, m paralysis, Mr. David Sanborn,
the voice ot experience, and he has cured more cases
UNDERSIGNED, Rufus 8. Bowdoiu of Pros
mouth ami 15 days.
'i -ii,la, .lain.-s Sharon, ol
UpiIE
72 years
aged
has
than
other
administered
to
living
X
in
physician,—lie
the
Burksport,
any
poet,
County ol Waldo, hereby gives public
1*1'HE OLI) Li IX
Brother dear brother then art gone from us now.
notice that he claims a certain parcel of
every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure,
aslioi
irom the steamer 'I'ililiets, and
land, situate in
For sickness and all forms of disease requiring the use sale, speedy and infallible. A perfect cure is guaranteed,
There’s a harps in thy hand ami a crown on thy brow,
<aul Prospect, and known as the He/ekiah Harriman
ol a diuretic stimulant, use Hunster’s tine old Loudon and a radical cure is always effected.
The angles have whispered—come brother dear, conic ; Farm, bv virtue of a
ai oil ml too long, the boat went oil’ withdeed from Rufus P. Bowmortgage
Dock Din. Sold by most druggists and apothecaries. (J.
The Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops are the only sure
doin and Leonard H. Bowdoiu, dated April
Thy toils are all ended, thy work ii well done.
20, Imvj, and
out 111in
I bat nigiit, having a good deal of A. Richards & (JO., yy Washington street. Boston, cure lor all Suppressions and Irregularities that were ever
recorded in the Registry of Deeds tor Waldo
County,
oUVreii for .salt; m this city
T1h*sp Drr*p«t tiro acknowllarge-1 Itotail Win. und bpirtt House in America.
the land of bright glory, the home of the bk-d
Jn
; Book 117, page 2G4. That the condition of said mortgage
>-r di eii,l. in* was knocked down in Llie street
best
in
the
world
tor
to
be
the
obstrucremoving
edged
has been and now is broken, whereby he claims a foreThy sufferings are over, thy spirit at rest.
tions and producing regularity in all cases ot Female IrNo
trouble
or
ho
and robbed ol sixty dollars, by some person :
sickness
or
closure
of
the
same.
flllTTElt SWEET,
sorrow,
pain,
RUFUS S. BOWDOIN.
regularity, Suppressions, &c., &e., whether originating
Shall ever effect thee dear brother again.
Prospect, Dec. 2G, 1808.
Jw2.>
A. Richards &. (Jo's Sonoma Wine Bitters, sweet
from cold or any other causes. They are remarkably mild
unknown
ih the breath and cleanses
tlie stomach, they also re- sale and sure, and the most convincing proofs ol their
1
■me
id >
oiler special bargains store-the appetite, and make things taste good. c. A. virtues are the benefits which have been realized by the
Ki 'HARDS & Co., yy Washington street Boston,
alliicted in their use. The Drops can be obtained at my
SHIP NEWS.
til. ii fins- go., I
ami
Making department.
A LL PERSONS are cautioned against purchasing
office, No. 48 Howard Street, Boston, with directions lor
JTA. either ot the following described promissory notes,
All letters attended to, and medicines, directions,
use.
*1 MLlUElt UO»E».
I'lie late- style loaks are kept constantly on
as the consideration for which
iorwarded
&c.,
immediately.
they were given has failed :
Iy45sp
The perfume of roses is not more
PORT or UGLI'TVT.
agreeable to the
One note for one hundred dollars, dated at
band.
Lincolnvilie,
senses than C. A. Richards & Co.’s celebrated Wine
Nov. 23, 1807, payable to Wm. P. Coleman and Samuel
ARRIVED.
Bitters, that are made from pure {Sonoma wine, I'eru
15. Coleman, or bearer, in two years from the date there<bi .Monday night last, two men from Islesvian bark and other health-giving things. .Sold al uo-d
of; and one note of same date for one hundred dollars,
Dec. :;i, Schr. Victory, Sliute, Portland.
eiro, who were slopping at the American everywhere by grocers and druggists.
payable to William P. Coleman and Samuel 15. Coleman’
.Jan. -J,
D. li. Arey, Ryan, Boston.
AND TROCHE POWDER,
or bearer, in three years from the date thereof— both
Geo. Washington, McGee, Boston.
House, were nearly suffocated by gas. On goltYPE GRA1>EH.
notes signed by William H. Knight as
do
Orion, Osborn,
principal, and by
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN
Geo. L. McKinney as surety.
The rich ripe grapes that grow on the vine-dad hills of
ing to tied, one of them blew out the gas, iuSAILED.
Sonoma Co., California, produce the Wine, and in the Catarrh, Headache,
Bad Breath, Hoarseness,
WILLIAM H. KNIGHT,
-iid ol turning it oil'
I’lie strong smell in valleys and forests some of the
GEO. L. M< KINNEY.
principal plants from
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, At.
Dec. :;o, Sell. Mary (new) Gilchrist, Savanah.
3\v25
Lincolnvilie, Dec. 29, 18GS.
tin adjoining passage ways led to iuvestiga- which C. A. Richards & Co.'s Sonoma Wine Bitters
Ami all Disorders resulting from COLDS in
31, Brig Sarah Gilmore, (new) Clifford, Savanah.
art made.
>ii. and the eonditiou of
Soli
York for Galveston,
from
New
was
Franconia,
Leavitt,
iliscovthings
was ashore Dec, on Orange Cay, Lear Coast of Florida,
Throat and Vocal
ed
Mclieuck'N Pulmonic S.vrup,
One of the men was crazy from the effull of water and a hole stove In her bottom. She would
Seaweed
'Ionic
and
Mandrake
Pills
will
!
This
does
not
cure
fects ol the gas inhaled, and the other
Remedy
“Dry up” a Catarrh but probably prove a total loss, (The F was YJi tons and
very 111. tion. Liver Complaint, and Dyspepsia, it taken Consump- JL008KMI* it; frees the heed of all offensive
built
at Surry, Me in 1802.]
matter,
according
PERSONS Indebted to me by note or account,
They soon recovered, but a little longer breath- to directions. They are all three to he taken at the same quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays
are requested to call and settle
immediately and
lime. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and
and
«ootlie«
the
in
lieat
is
so
l»tiruing
Catarrh;
put
save cost.
II. .1. ANDERSON. Jk.
thereby
it to work; then the appetite becomes
ing in the room would have been fatal.
good; the lood niilil and ag'reealile in its effects that it positively
19.
Dec.
18G8.
::ni2l
Belfast,
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to
If ladies will wear corsets, they should uu- grow in flesh; the diseased matter
ripens in the lungs
tC^’Cures without
1 island that Siuionton, Bros, a Co. are sel- and the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. This
is the only way to cure consumption.
'^T'OTIOK is hereby given, that the Annual meeting of
To these three medicines I)r. J. 11. Schenck, of PhilaAa a Troclie Ponder, is pleasant to the taste, _1^| the Stockholders of this Company will be held at
ling tin- best German ones for U0 cents a pair.
ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders of the
his
owes
unrivaled
success in the treatment of and never
delphia,
nauseates; when swallowed,instantly gives to the Oflice of the Treasurer, at Belfast, on JVfonilay, rpHE
Waldo County Agricultural Society will be holden
\
at 4 o’clock in the after- at the Court House in
.January 18tli,
"l'y pleasant and enjoyable social dance pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens I the Throat and Vocal Ougans a
this city, on Wednesday, .January
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it olf bv
noon, to act upon the following Articles, viz :
13th, 18G9, at 10 o’clock, A.M., for the election of Officers
t- ok place on
Wednesday evening, at Pierce’s an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is
1st. To hear the Reports of the Directors, Suporintend- for the
and the transaction of any other
ensuing
year,
a slight cough will throw it off, and the
ant and Treasurer.
Hail mad,- up of a select company of
patient has
business that mavcome before them.
HIty ripe
rest and the lungs begin to heal.
2d. To choose Corporation Officers lor the ensuing
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world!
A. D. CHASE, Sec.
I lie music, led by Whidden, was suTo do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills
uple •.
year.
Belfast, Dec. 21,18G8.
•„* !
must he
used to cleanse the stomach and
3d. To act upon any other business that may properly
it! Safe, Reliable, and only :!5 ets.
so
liver,
Try
other similar entertainments are to fol- that the freely
ed b.
Pulmonic Syrup and the lood will make
come before this meeting.
Per Order,
good
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address,
blood.
JOHN
IJ. QUIMBY, Treasurer.
low, we learn.
House for Sale.
( OOPEII, WJXSOM A CO
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver,
2w2G
Belfast, .January -J, 1869.
removing
II J J.in ke calls attention to ins removal to all obstructions, relax the ducts of the gall bladder, the
Propr’n, Philadelphia.
on Bine Street above
Congress Street.
bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved the ntools
Wholesale Agents:—(j. C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST
Story ami a ball' House with ell and stable, and an
w lucaltou on Main street.
will show what the Pills can do; nothing has ever been
BROS. & BIRD, M. S. BURR & CO., WEEKS & POTexcellent well and cistern. Buildings in good repair.
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is
Those interested will lind it to their advantage (o call
TER, Boston. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., W. F. PHILowing to the illness of Asa Thurlow, Esq., very dangerous to use unless with great care,* that will LIPS &C< ., J. W. PERKINS & CO., Portland.
early, for if purchased soon it can be had at a bargain.
unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions ot the
TH IS CITY, on the 2d iust., a Wallet
For sale by all Druggists in Belfast.
a,- Judge of l’robate.
containing a
iyspl2
Apply to M. E. BURGESS or to B. B. E1EED, Es.p
elect, there will be no liver like Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
considerable sum of money, two notes of hand and
Belfast, Dec. Cl, ISOS.
iiwlM.
Liver Complaint is one of the most prominent causes
other papers. Any person who can give information at
lannarv term of the Probate Court.
ol Consumption.
this office leading to the recovery of said wallet, will be
The
Seaweed
Tonic
is
Great
Schenck’s
a
New
rewarded.
stimulant
and
suitably
gentle
Cap1. W. 0. Aldeu otters bis residence lor
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this
Belfast, Jan. 4,1809.
Iw21
See advertisement.
“tile
preparation is made ot, assists the stomach to throw out.
J.
W.
POLAND'S
PINE
t he gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermenta- Cures Sore Throat,
(,in..vi KUtK in Bixtiitu.
Ou Friday night, i tion or
Colds, Coughs, lHpthcria, Bronsouring ot the stomach.
’
chitis, Spilling of Blood, and Pulmonary AJfections
lenson why physicians do not cure Conu>- i-t insi .,
tin:
Caroline II. Hunt, my wife, has refused to come
It is a remarkable remedy for
during
prevalence of severe The great
generally.
Kidney Comsumption is, they try to do too much: they give medito California to live with me, where I have providplaints, Diabetes, Difficulty of Voiding I fine, Bleed- ed a home
■old and :i tierce north westerly wind, a tire cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to
lor her and her children, and as she once bestop night
ing from the Kidneys and Bladder, (,'ravel and other fore refused
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the
to live with me, ami I hail to take my chilbroke out in a row of brick buildings ou West whole
(’omplainls.
digestive pow ers, locking up the secretions, and
dren with an officer, and then .-lie begged to come back
Jan.
Boston,
20,1808.
and
I
received
Market Square, occupied by grocery and hard- eventually the patient sinks ana dies.
her, and as she now refuses, I forbid all
Poland’s White Pine Compound.—After having
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a
persons harboring or trusting her on my account after
wan: establishments.
LARGE ASSORTMENT of Ladies’Gold Watches
'The flames wercnotex- cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause given it a thorough trial we can coniidently recommend this date.
JOHN W. HUNT.
‘Poland’s White Pine Compound’ as a very valuable ar& Chains, rich pattern and very low prices. A
and they will all stop ot their own accord. No one can
Lincolnvillc Jan. 3,1SG9.
3w2G*
ticle for the cure of colds, coughs, and pulmonary comlinguished until ten stores had been destroyed, be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia
assortment ol
splendid
In several cases we have known it to
plaints
generally,
Coia Silver Ware, Tablo, Tea Desert,
with nearly all their heavy winter stocks of Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and
give prompt relict when all other remedies which have
stomach are made healthy.
been tried had failed. It is an article, which, in a cliBerry and Cream Spoons.
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in
goods. The billowing is a list of the principal
m ito so promotive of sudden and severe colds as in that
Sardine, Olive and Pickle Forks; Pic, Butter and Cheese
are diseased, either
some
tubercles, absesses, bron- of New England,
Children’s Setts; Napkin Rings and Fruit
K. I’. Baldwin, shoes, mostly saved, chial way
to be in every family; and we are
losers
Knives;
ought
SCHR.
“EBEN
HERBERT,” about 11*
irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass sure that those who onceobtaiu it and
Knives.
give it a fair trial,
tons, old measurement, carries 80 JO lumiusuranee $4000; Emery, Wing X Co., grocers, ot inflammation and last decaying. In such cases what will not thereafter be willing to be without
it.
in
well
(Boston
found
must be done ? It is not only the lungs that are wastin'*
ber,
Sails, Rigging, Chains,
SILVER PLATED WARE.
loss $20,000, insurance 20,000.
Charles Hay- but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver have Journal.
Anchors, &e. Enquire of
A Valuable Medicine. Dk. Poland’s White
Tea Setts; Ice Pitchers; Castors; Cake Baskets; Butter
S. H, JACKSON, Tenants Harbor.
lost their power to make blood out ot lood. Now the
Pine
ward & Co.’s loss was $05,000, insurance $42,Compound, advertised in our columns, is a suctf2G
Dishes; Berry Dishes; Spoon Holders; Salvers; GobJanuary 5, 1869.
only chance is to take Dr. Schenck’s three medicines, cessful attempt to combine and
apply the medicinal virlots; Cups; Tea Bells; Spoons; Forks, &c.
000; Conner X Fuller, grocers, loss $15,000, which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient tues of the White Pine Bark. It has been
If you want such Goods for durability, as well as beauthoroughly
will begin to want food, it w ill digest easily ana make tested
by people in this city and vicinity, and the propriinsurance $12,000; T. T. Farrington, hardware* good blood; then the patient begins to gain in
ty, call and examine.
flesh, and etor has testimonials to its value
NO.
from persons well
1.
ami Tin-Type* for .lOcts. to $IO.
Album*
soon
as
the
body begins to grow, the lungs commence known to our citizens. We recommend its trial
loss $25,000, insured $10,000; George (’, Pick- us
Gold Finger Ming-*, the largest assortment ever
in all
to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well. This is
those cases ot disease to which it is
It
olfered
in
the
is
for
adapted,
market, rich patterns in great variety.
eting, groceries, loss $7000, insured $4000; the only way to cure Consumption.
sale by all our druggists. [N. Y. Independent.
Gold Spectacles and Eye-Glasses, with a general ui.d
When there is no lung disease and only Liver ComThe White Pink Compound is now sold in every
(,, urge \v.
of
all goods in my line.
full
loss
variety
3
Ladd,
$40,000, insured $20,000; plaint and Dyspepsia, Schenck’s .Seaweed Tonic and Man- part of the United States and British Provinces.
Wiitcliinaiker and Jeweller,
C. IIERVEY,
drake Pills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.—
<11 Dunning, loss
Prepared at the
$15,000, insured 4000; S. Take the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints,
V!3tf.
Phoenix Row.
Mew JEng'liiiiil Koranic Depot, Boatoii, Daw Has removed to No. 05, llaln Street, where will be ^
H Dale x Co., ship
as they are perfectly harmless.
loss
chandlery,
4 ms pi 2
$50,000: Dr.
found a good stock of goods.
Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
oilier parties lost, but not
Watches, Clocks, and .Jewelry, repaired and warranted.
heavily. Total loss many years past, and now weighs 226 pounds, was wastII. J. LOCKE.
to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Pul
ed
The
law
away
offices
of A. W. Paine, CIIELI'AIT P1IICE CURRENT,
$250,000.
Jan. 5, 18(59.
3w26
Belfast,
his
monary Consumption,
physicians
having
pronounced
P. Brown, and H. E. Mitchell, Ksqs. were des- his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate, lie
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR TIIE JOURNAL.
S. S. HERSET
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his reUr. IIit tcliins’ He a ilift (‘lie anil C’atliartic
troyed, and the office of Dr. Weston, ft seem- j covery many thousands similarly
afflicted have used Dr.
Belfast, Wednesday, January 0, 1SG1>.
ON HAND A LARGE ASSORTMENT
Pills.
1C Itound Uog,
ed at one time as though the fire would sweep I .Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable suc- 1’lour,
$ 8. to
10 to la
ALL that have tlie sick, Nervous and Billlous
Full directions accompany each, making it not ab- Corn
cess.
1.35 to 0.0( Clear Salt
I
Meal,
fork,$28 to 31,00
and
fur and wide, and it actually did take from cin- solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients Rye Meal,
all
diseases caused by
Headache, Costiveness,
2.00 to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
5 to
7 the
wish their lungs examined, and tor this purpose he is
impurity of the stomach, do not be sick any longer.
1.75 to
Rye,
Lamb per lb
(i to
s
ders in other parts of the city, but resulted in
Take a dose of
Dr. 111110111118’ Headache and Cathartic
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every Corn,
1.35 to 0.00 Turkeys per lb.
ao
to
an
FORliURNING WOOD, RECEIVED IN EXCHANGE
no great damage in those localities.
are a sure cure.
Pills,” and be cured.
Saturday, where all letters for advice must be addressed. Barley,
1.25 to 1.30 Chickens per
Try a box
lb, 1? to 20 and satisfy yourselves.TheyPrice 25 cents. Sold
FOR
On Saturday morning, a tenement house, on ! He is also professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, Now Beans,
3.25 to 3.75 Ducks, per lb.
by all
20 to
I York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 36 Hanover Street, Oats,
Druggists.
80 to
85: Hay per ton,
to
14
$12
families
Harlem street, occupied by three
was I Poston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice tree,
*lm23
05 to
OC Lime,
Rotatocs,
1.30 to 0.00
10 to
burned, and another disastrous fire seemed im- but for a thorough examination with his Respirometer I Dried Apples,
12 Washed Wool,
38 to
12
and consequently but little worn, and
the price is $6. Office hours at each city from y A. M. to Cooking,
50
to
75
Unwashed
Wool, 28 to 30
pending, as the tire apparatus was in part dis- 3 P. M.
38 to
42 fulled Wool,
Butter,
43
to
00
Ore
Morse
at:
abled by the cold.
A force pump at
&
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each Cheese,
18 to
22 Hides,
9 to 00
ALSO a large lot of the celebrated
Co.’s mill, worked by the waterwheel, was put $1*50 per bottle, or $7.60 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills
Calf Skins,
17
to
00
SELL
our
BOOH8.HAP8 and CHARTS
“
in operation, aud with the hose belonging to 25 cents a box. G. 0. GOODWIN & CO,, 38 Hanover
Lamb Skins,
73 to 1,25
this winter. $:toO can be cleared in three months
Street, Boston, Wholesale agent?. For sale by all drug0.00 to 8,00
Wood, hard,
Address B. IS. RUSSELL,
the premises the tire was stayed.
Just
Received.
Wo. »». Main Nlreet.
fcistsly26
1.00
Wood, solt,
3«"-H
05 Cornhill, Boston.
2ra23,
I 111

Simonton

VIJK
IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICI TED.

>
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&

Wholesale Agents, Poston, Mass.

JOHN X-".

jo.xsjxrxx.’i.'

Wholesale Agents, •-»! Park Row, N. A

SIMONTON PRO S, & ft).
Belfast, December 9th, 1868.
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This valuable Salve is sold by all Oruggi fj.

S. A. HOWES & CO
Agents for Relfa*il ami % ieinitv,
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one oar, the mast, the
tarpaulin sail, and
the yard, aud we were thus left without provisions or water.
When daylieht broke
V Herald
publishes the uar- we
made sail upon the 1 as! as well
again
of Mr. Davies, the second officer of’
as we could, and
again steered our course
I., i,:
s. who had a marvelous esto tlic eastward, with a favorable wind.
•«
tin
"f
ship’s boats. When he
15y Sunday evening we were beginning
ll:!x*rn:n his boat contained two!
to get down hearted.
V,
-aw a sail—the
:
Kof
three casks
water,
first we had seen—but she did not observe
I c.r.
of preserved meat. Two
us, and darkness shortly afterwards closing
on
f the barrels of biscuit
in we had no light with which to attract
i
thrown overboard, the boat was
attontion.
We were dow::c \. ; o' ihi-., but
,vi: Hide i ■■■. itii
The
boat
passengers.
about six o’clock we wore so id, d rlo-c-eb
rie-iior.i. twenty-two feet long, with
by seeing a light to the la.-twnrd. v.Itiei
—. -ii fi-ei beam, and it required two
turned out to be from Tory i d.
; !d
it ini t: v biding to keep her afloat.
house.
oi the women had two children, of
Tito ttext day they r■ i their it -.it o-.torv.
and live years old, respectively, and
i r
in Mnlroy Bay, but in landing, their limbs
.• an infant
ix months old. The tarwere so swollen that it was impos -iblo for
spread oyer the forward part of them to
move, aud <Tv lied ; , I,,. ,-d., a in
at in keep :.;e women comfortable,
the inhabitants.
Univ ilree
charge
by
wild
of particular note occurred till the
reached the land—Davie I'd... m. 1 11 illy.
xu..d night, v l ,■ an old man, who had
r.iptt m. < f derangement, jumped
>. crhuan’.
saying he was going to bed.
i d o tiiat time their troubles aud sufferings
:i-i

Voyage of One of the Hiber-
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mil,us and water were now given iu
mil quantity. One of the barrels of bisnit was tumid to be much soaked with sea
v.atev. and one of the fresh water casks
had waked half of its contents. Vv’e had to
den vent'd the appeals for drink and the
-qucuce was tliat several seamen among
tin in-:! took to quenching their thirst with
it water, in spite of our remonstrances,
i this was continued until a number got
■t!y mail. Yv idler McFarlane, fireon:
was one of those who
persisted in takill water, and his conduct became so
in.
:i!
wrously omrageous that lie had to be
•: to tlie bottom.
He died in this state.
<*ii I relay morning we had sailed lot)
lauiie-u
The tarpaulin sail had given way
hall ad' en times, and as often been mendand
n the whole the boat had <rone
;■
well.
This day the infant died.
< iiir situation hail become miserable in
iu
t-'.livme.
riie sea was breaking over
tim w al in clouds of spray, wetting every
o
ibe kin, and all were sitting in pools
:
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A correspondent of the .Inwricun Farmer’s Magazine says :
“
No heifer oalf should lie rai.ud irom a
bad tempered cow, or an inferior bull, a?
the female takes tiie form ami color from
the sire, and the vital energies iron; the
(lam, while the opposite qualities ato the
case with the male issue.
There. »• very
few exceptions to this general in i
as
in
the human family the ous re.-. :nb;e dieir
maternal parentage while the dmgiiters
more frequently conform to thei
; dental
ancestry iu their couiigttratio
Each heifer calf should be examiui i carefully as to points ol excellence for the parI’lie call should draw its
poses intended.
first sustenance directly from its mother, arid
when it has taken all it requirelet the
cow be milked
perfectly clean nod .separated
front tiie calf until the next mi'dieg, lio n
drain from the cow part of tin’ milt: leaving enough for the calf. I'hi- coo
may
be pursued for one week.
Then, unless
the cow’s udder should be very much inflamed (in which case c.iatiuue this course
a few
days longer) ihey .-tm-ik! b ..'panited entirely, and the call (aught to drink
new milk from the cow. by inserting tic:
linger in its mouth for lit. !ir.-i few ic. die.:
Let tiie calf be fed not to exceed two quarts
of new milk until it is at lea a four weeks
old, when skimmed or even so r dlk may
be fed with immunity am; v. rd
protit.
Calves should la kept in :vp r.u ;
under cover until they are old < wmgi
cat
hay and grass, ami even then should he fed
tier
separately, so cacii inav rov’.v it.xallowance of food, which should neve:
ceed three quarts at a. d i.
If one-- is
given the stomach be. o\ e- extend.' and
in most cases producin' a di incliuati .-a for
the regular teed.
Should ii.c c
proveto
he a delicate feeder it v. ill nmt r ha profitable as a milch cot
Keep your calves in rccarom p.ns. and
never over-feed thou when yotm
Feed
-i
them regularly
iglt «• !: ■<>; ;a dieir
■■■'
.>■!•: ol
growth tor the :ir-: e..
iended.
rearing

jVHcml for Circular and see
scription ,d th work. Address
CO., 1 niiadelphia, l’a.

term.-, and a full deJONES BROTHERS &

our

WORK

\

by Jrxirs

gents during t he next

Hindi Buownk, will be sold In
lew months.

THE GREAT
A

METROPOLIS,

SSL C. ES 55 <*15 O E*’ Sf El \Y

fore

is creating a furore wherever soon, unequalled in
book trade*. It is destined to an immense sale.

One

AND

the

d

3

m

iv.

40 STATU

•;

Pc'Spb {Herbs'

Travelling Bags,

;!,23ts^v

Making WHEAT, KYK and^CORX
from tried Receipts, will b- found in
■*^ ^i’.READ
.UJTB5 S-fir* BS0.53S*: Tf A<kA3KI.\iE’*
tor January, l*-1Twenty cents a numb* r.
Get it from
Nows .'.gents: or send the price to T. »S. ARTHUR *N
i.nd
it
will
be
so.\s, Philadelphia,
promptly mailed.

Initial

••

1

Owners,

AMERICAN

51o

1

Bank.

INSTEI C HON is now prepared to rect ive l>eposits in Sums of One Dollar and upwards, at the
Banking Room, No. > Main M. Formerly Ba.uk of Commerce Room A
Interest allow, d on deposi s of Five Dollars and over.
ASA FA l N« !
President.
John H. i*riMi;v, Tn
i»,tf
Belfast, Aug. 17, 1868.

Dr. Sholes' Eclectic
FOR THK

^|svi'tly

Infirmary

Tr« os day,

ALL

43Alic.«j. HVo. I 11 Court

BScuon. .13 us*;.

DP. yHOLES does strictly an Alice busines.-,and gi\
special attention to ali Diseases oi the sexual System, b)

liis

81 h,

THE STEAMER

•..

Cheapost Story Paper

in

America.

D s columns are tilled wit !i C a total STOIUKS by the
insi writers, and that eh,arming variety In poetry, wit
and g: m ral misveiiany,
well calculated to pleas* all
rs of good re uling.

IMH 10 S8B36BI8E

j

H5as.

method ot treatment.
Persons sutler
ing with diseases arising from “Secret Habit, or ,a her
causes, will liml it to their advantage to consult him.
To F km alms.—Dr. Sholes has made all diseases pe u
!iar to the female sex bis particular study, and to thidepartiuenc of practice he will continue to give espeei-I
aticntion. “Ilis Lunar Mixture’ ter iemalc* may te
used by all ladies with the certainty of relief in eve; v
ca-eof unnatural stoppage.
Stranger under his' treatment, wishing to remain in
the city will be furnished with good board ami competent
nurses,
july ir, 'y

JL,

and who

OR MARRIED.

assert.- iff.nd ii
to
ll K

!

IS

impo.-e

e

or

upon

Cal.,

OFFICE,

-r.not he contradicted,
do anything, even per

1

ticularly

xet pt by
u*.
them

patient-,) that he

ONI.V ItKnlT.AU i.HADl’ATK i-i! Vs| m.\N
.• n-1.1:11MN-; in boston.

tv;

STRANGERS AND TUAVKLI
'i

i•

avoid

quacks,

an

l

c-

..:,}>••

mar

ERS.

imposition

tr finer-ms

eit ics,

of foreign and native
in Boston than in other hrgt

DR. DIX
to Prof s-ors and respectable Physicians—
many of when, consult him in critical cases, because ot
hi"- a eke'.edged skill ami reputation, attained through'

proiuii.

ri iv

is

Catarrh by
POWDERS,
straightway administers them to

Spasms, Fevers,

rs

ihomas

Away

off in

Marysville,

IS.

Atlkisson, who has the
a
box
ol SPENCE’S POSChills, buys
ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS ol a passing tin peddler, and though
having “no more coulideuee in them than
so much iiu-t.” vet
they “cure his chills like
a charm
and John Wreghit, nearer hy, at
Last Walnut Hill, Ohio, has a
great and
wonder
worked
on
unexpected
him by the POWDERS , they cure him
of a
Rupture of twenty-five years duration, to say nothing of his cured Rheu-

SIXTEEN YEARS
well
engaged in treatment of special Diseases, a fact
known to in::iq Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
»•;
ieto;
tliar
he
is
much
iTopi
tramended, and par-

,

who

Cal.,

the

two years before

ftfi'X’8

his office.
DR. DIX

'.-Ives,

one case

lairly routs everything;”
in another iso, as reported by Mrs. 1’. W.
Williams, ol Watcrvillc, Me., it is a lady
whose eyesight .«
-ton d from a state ol
Blindness can.-ed I- a shock of Palsy

-l 1’iidiiett Street, Renton.
arranged that patients never see or hear ach otiier.
Recollect, the only entrance to his office ff !¥«>. it, having no conn-vtion with his residence, consequently no
family inter, option, so that on no account can any person

boldly

III

Neuralgia,

in Sacramento,

Measles,

so

appIvTig at

letter from A. I die-

a

others and “cures up

SITUATIONS,
DISORDERS,

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Lung

From the east, Mrs. N. S. Da
matism.
vis, ot West ( .oi'uville. Me., reports tha
the. doctors declare that Mrs.

Melvin Linlong experience, practice.and observation.
AFFLK I EI> AND UNFORTUNATE,
coln must die in three
and
he not robbed and add lo your sufferings in being deceived
c? J&. XT x1 x ho xsr
Bid.1, will make But one trip per 1
| CAJ'T. 111'A'IA
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises, thereupon she takes the
week during tn* venter, Lcaviiw; BF.1,1' \ST ev*'rv
and
To Females in Delicate Health.; and pretention <d
TUKSDAV; .it J clock, I\M.
in four
FOREIGN VXD NATIVE QE’Al ES.
It LI l.* SiXIiVi— W *!; !••; v Bi
is seated at the break).\
.■ e r v r’K! > YY
at
Physician and Surgeon, Mo. 7 IR, di- who know !i;:
the nature and cliarac
«.’i Special
V
5 o’clock, 1’.
dott St.. Bos ion, is consulted daily for all di-eus- i Disease-. and h.-s to iheir
ewre.
Some exhibit torged fast
with her
:
from the
GLo.li. 'Vi!l.LS,
es
incident to the female system. Prolapsus L’teii or'
Diploma.- ot I n.-:irurious or Golh-ges, which never existed
Belfast, Dec 1, lso>.
rt':_\;
A«,i.nt.
; Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppre.-sion ami in
any part ot the world; others exhibit. Diplomas of the West, C. L. Child,'
Decorah,
Iowa, reother menstrual derangements, are all treated or new' i>oad. how
obtained, unknown; not only a-mming and
pathological principles, and speedy r- li< guarantee 1 in a advertising in nutm- of those iu.-i.rted in the diplomas, ports tluit the box sc*nt to I\Ir. Mooro
very lew days. So invariably certain is this now m,.<U
u imposition assume name
but r > lurthe: t
other celi.
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield
and the box
pky-i d .:i~ long -ince dead. Neither he deceived him ou his feet
and the alllieted person soon rejoices in perfect ! e Hi. ebrated
it,
bv
MEUOI ? A NTS' LIX IT
sent to himselt cured his wile ot
Dr. Dow has no doubt bad greater experience A. the ;
QlA' K XOSTKl M-MAKERS,
cure of diseases of women than any Other ,.h;>; i ,a tu |
Tic.' Htc :un hi*. W *?3.T3 IZBSJRYYW.
through. false certificates and reterences. and ivcomtu.ml
Boston.
and his grandson of
at urn- .-1 their meoiciee- by the deal who cannot
will h :iv<TVu
Wharf, Boston, lor Banexpose
aceonmiodations for patients who m
v. Ah
Boarding
eentradiet them ri wlm, besides. to further their imgor ever' ITtur.-dav at I'-l M.. touching at to
On the one hand. Nelson S. Woods, ot
stay in Boston a lew days under his tivutim :.
I
-iias. copy 'ami mi dead books, much that is written
-Oort and \Vint«Tj i;t.
Saisily i‘.
IVDr.
since 1845, having confined his whole atten- of !lm
1
qualities and ell' ets of different herbs and plants,
A. ; tion ;< Dow,
turning will h-avo V. inlorp orf mvry Monday, ;u
an olliee
Neb., shouts that the POWfor the cure of Private Diseases
as
av/rim all (hi s..»11< to their Pill.-. Extracts, Specifics
M., touching at the bbv.v ports. Freight tab u ; iva- ! ami Female Pompractice
no superior in the
plaints,
acknowledge■v.
irn.st
of which, il no; a!!, contain Mercury, because
sonnbh rates.
haw
United ylutes.
“have knocked his
of the ancient beiiei of it “curing everything," but now DERS
w. *- B.BiWiSM &
Affrast*
B.—All li Iters must contain one dollar, or the}' will j known : > ‘‘kill more than is
Vo. Vi ?S ,isn Pit revf.
cured," and those not rheumatism
not bo answered.
j kill.' I, constitutionally
than a kite
Belfast, Ocr. 2tE
pa I
injured forlite.

1

IK .A. t A. I-I 13 I 1NT

Secrets of Cheap Pork.
An exchange gives the 1 llowing rtisible
items as the principal secrets of p-.rk rais- j
,• x con;
Ail deal
sell it.
ing:—First. A good breed. You may ••bugle e
V.d.-c
Ei.LIOTi. TllO.MIN x TAid *)T.
stull any of tiie land pike
hi, ; •:v qicm- j
Bo.-io
Mas.-,
lily of corn, and lie will no! fatten. Hi 1aw:
:;1*AN;.!.ED
IIAAAEU.—A large -lu c iumn
folks, Chester White or grade.- of anv w.n c
O paper. P.ieh, rare and racy. Full of charming readbreed, will show their keeping. Second. ing, hm, fact .uul aiev.
A.\t;i.;.ink,” a splendid
Hood housing,
A pig wants a nice. c. a.t, s!<vi p!a:**, rai l:" t vo-// subscriber. Only ...<•• ms a
year.
Evangeline'" sell-- ut $:. .Subscribe NOW. SpeciAddre.-s 1 \ x x k u
vku’i:, Hinsdale, N. M.
dry peu to sleep iu. The yard may have mens
muck and plenty of litter for immure tnah-j
ing, but 1 lie pen, or sleeping apartment.
I101UIE
should he warm and -.veil strawed.
Third, i Isc- to
write daring the y ar 1-P an oio meat ary
1
work on
Early' fattening. Fork i, made much mure
POLITICAL ECONOMY,
economically in warm -von.her than in cold, i
Fourth.
A variciv of food.
1: cooked i
Wherein the policy o!
fit V ]
Imlian meal is the stapio. let it bo varied \ L' ;;s ift’S’EX’TS <d> T« '1T« BiftCft.VS E 1! >* lift 6.'
WILL III-. EXPLAINED AND V IN DKATKD.
with green food while it las!.-', cornstalk.-,
j
nor!: will first be given to the public through sue- I
cessivo issues cl
weeds, purslane, and clover, and iu winter
feed enough cabbage and roots to keep the !
THE
Fhth. IF guhtr
bowels iu good condition.
Ami v. ii.n \ r< vn in all its Editions.
«•:.?•! E Vi BC 52 K Si ^ .-.mi XV K K Si £„ ¥
times
a
three
A fr.tieniug : Cft * 3.1-1>
day.
feeding,
GAILY rUliU NE, sm
I am constantly
receiving Goods
will t t ii
RMi-W ELK LY I K I I d A K. g i
pig should never squeal, aud
of
the above description, and in■. i.
a»(•
ii:- i>k dVi.ii,
k \< n ; iiit'on:^ s! •.
he always finds ids fo.nl read;, at the .- u- WEEKLY Till
Mail
;-k p.sckikkiis,
KUNE,
gg;
vite the public generally to call
lar time.
Calculate to lutv. y
; 11 (■"pic.-, .gib; .*! copies, to one ad
pork i > copies,
and examine.
d:e; .’I copies, to names o!‘ subscribers
worth no more and perhaps a iittie
liuti.
r.O copies, to one address. gbo; do
I shall pay
my personal attenthe feed costs, and look !o: d your p-rojits
ccj1 ie- t<» mimes of subscribers, gbb.
Addr
I HE TIltnUAK, Ah w York.
tion to too cutting, and warrant
iu the great heap of rich mr-nutc \ hi d: the
a fit,
i :::r.
These j
dying porker leave.secrets make cheap pork ttt v im
even
2 512 rs’r«**5noi&c Street. E2«>*s<ocfi.
til the present price of '"tru.
j

IOW IS FliE

improved

own

SEXES, SINGLE

quacks, who will say

CHRONIC DISEASES.

:.

Becmb or

LOTH

lady

a

cured of

Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ot tin
-kin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
be 1 <•••; Swelling of t!ie Joints; Nervousness; fonst::
liona! and other Weaknesses in youth and the mo; .- advanced, at all ages, of

hv-ilat.

Ami
OF

on and after

UNION;

it is

Incident to Married and Single LadiesSECRET AND DELICA l i

There is

and hcr.-clf of

\Vi!,i r,1':i,,)!;l'!:.I J;:1) V‘}

SiMXTAL AILMENTS AND

Dyspepsia,

his

dice, and of that iiimanageahle disease,
Diabetes, her daughter of Erysipelas,

.1

HABITS,
Their effects and consequences :

i-

IS
rg'1H
1-

B*T o *3? X O

t.

I'isnsnic-

SEED MU.'Si: AND SOLITARY

j
j

6w2‘J

;

PHT1 i ISIO!

Rheumatism,

of (lie cure of

ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS have cured her husband of Jailll

rthe cork of each bottle,

and

me

TIVE POWDERS have cured his child
of Cholera Morbus, his wife o! Chills
and Fever and Enlarged Spleen, and
his neighbor of
Neuralgia ; and there is
one lroin Mrs. M. Galvin, of
Dauby Four
Corners, Vt., informing me that the POS-

*
1‘-: 1. fix.
it ! bug to cure in less time In; u any
;un!
other ply. sieiao me!
effectually
permanently, with
less restni'j.t from oeeupatiou or less
xpo-iuv to till
wiib
sale
and
ant
medicines.
weather,
plea

/

T KWHS’ MEDICATED f.MIAI.AX i for Phthisic, is
the only certain reliel and probable cure ever ottered to the public. Inhaled with the breath, ir goes directi;, to 1 lie Lungs and relaxes tin contracted nerve or ;
muscles which encircle the air tubes, and the patient
breathes free, cn^y ami natural. Phthisic is brought on
by so many different causes that it is impossible t«» adjust
any one remedy as a cure for all persons thus alllieted.
But my Inhalant never fails to immediately relit .• all
cases dt Phthisic- irom whatever cause it may ban been;
brought on; it is always safe and always reliable.
Price 75 cents. l>y mail $100, Sold at whole.- Land
retail by S. A, Howes &. Co., Belfast, Me.
Ordeis from dealers in medicine, respectfully soli. bod.
J. A. LEWIS, Proprieh ",
MU
Belfast, M**.
j

Stationery.

Savings

see
.:t loins
E. C. B*RKM SI.
Foot of Main

price.- b;

Pi iTi 1ISIC !

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON

Belfast

FLOUR

..

boro, Vt., telling

brook, ol .Matagorda, Texas, who rejoices
that, the POSITIVE AND NEGA-

rror & mo.v.
o\

nothing,

to

in volume and power. Here comes
Ayres of East Greens-

duration.

iiv<i-

--

his favorite Family Journal will hereafter be sent to
mi >-ei iborsfor 8 : ho per year.
A gratis copy sent one
to any person wi.o obtain.- six names and forwards
/
them with the money to us. In other words, wo will
>« nd seven
copies for S1J O'). This makes the Union

The

w-ja. $>.

that my signature i

A. a
ESs'ou«!%viiiy. ?i. ^
ly50

! -8-5

f

lust recoil od and for

‘.in 17

ONE.

PRICE REDUCED!
gsa.oo .g.

■

by

Sold
Sec

<

THE

:

■

Nails,!

LA11GE LOT

\

B. J. BE MIG II

■

i:-v 1

WIJ
C IT ERR ) R 'RE.
’■
or NO Eli
:uul such other Herbs and Roots as wilt in all ••uses assist
digestion, and give
roxt; ax i vicor to
THE YOlJNli AND ODD
MALE VM» ELM ALE,
Ali use it with wonderful -uceess; brings f’O I.OII to
and
white
SLrom
and ileanty to the
thepaie
lips;
Lures
thin, wrinkled lace, autl careworn countenance
Fever and gives appetite
Trytneui: us<- none ether.
Ask for Speer's Standard Litters.

undersigned

FLOUR !

BOX in every ten contains a Doi.i \l: En.i.
Sent to any eddre-s on receipt of filly cent.-. This
stat ionery is \v»rianted to be of tie- ln-st «j*i:ilif \. A libera! discount to the trade.

mmm,
female,

■

aoo ia. !

■

Ship

!

OF

ea£-:R».N

can for Stock in the Belfast and Mooschead Lake
JLJ Railroad. Bonds run 30 years, with interest at per
SPERM'S
Ic bra ted WINE,
much in
cent, payable semi-annually. Now offered for sale. 1 he
bonds are in amount from $100 to $1000 and upwards. It eiuns, put 01!
t /.; x n.u:K,
is considered the best investment, now offering.
r i .iroM.'Li: rrowriR
TIMOTHY THORNDIKE, City Ti-phmipt.
SX.tKE ROOT,
tbs
Belfast, Sept. 3, ISO.
;
7)

%

n-

ii.:112 and
to introduce the G UN LINE 1 M IMP > \
ED COMM< -N SENSE FAMILY SK WING MAT 1MNE.
I'liis machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind
braid amt embroider in a most superior manner
Brice
oBy $ is
Fully warranted for live years. We will pay
slei ho any machim that will sew a stronger, more
beautiful, or more elastie seam than ours. It makes the
Elastic Lock .'stitch.livery second stitch can bo cut,
and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay Agents from $7o to $200 per month and
expenses, ora commission from illicit twice that amount
tit be made.
Address SECOMB &. CO., I’lTTsnt:kg.
Fa ., liosrtiN, M \ss, or St. But is, M<».
<U;*sjta«3s.—Do not be imposed upon by other part ics
palmin.r oil worthless cast-iron machim x, under the
same name or otherwise.
Ours is tli only genuine and
re. IIy j;r;:* a-.il machine m.uiul.'i'f tired.

31AO.IL
w n E.

have been appointed
agents of the WVw B3«»«lforcl C’ojiimt
Cio., for the sale of their Buon/.i ,\Mi
Yellow
Metal
Sheatuixc,
SPs pikes, &c. and are prepared to furnish
suits in Boston, New York, Philadelphia and H Itiniun
to vessels owu-il here and vicinity, ar the Manufacturers'
lowest prices. Samph-s to be seen at our Office.
REP HEN SIBLEY & SON.
25tf
Belfast, Januan. 1, l.sos

STREET, ROSTON.

Ejital Them

modern,

Troubles and Catarrh, dy the POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE P 0 Wand here comas one from N.
DEES;
j
Church, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, saying that
the NEGATIVE POWDERS have
.tired a child ol Deafness of six years

PEER,

c xv e is
me u a ss £•: a >; cp t cs a 2* **e sn•*
i; ('©TCS’.&^B©:II nv to hunt ,vnd trap all unim::ls, to tan furs, make traps, boats, &<j. Worth £ to to
;.e\
farmer or
Beware ol bogus 41 receipts.’’ Well
y.
printed and bound. tv-pages. Oulv kVi cents: or six lor
•:;i. Address !>. HEM El: & CD., Hinsdale, N. H.
W,\ YS

_

Yo Bitter.'

or

letter from Jos. I).

a

FOR SPRING USE, FOR TIIE WEAK. FOR
TIIE PALE, FOR TIIE SICKLY, FOR
TIIE AGED. FOR FEMALES!

!

BOARS

CITY

BEAUTY

j

There is

compare with it—
nothing. I tin overwhelmed with its vast
power, its extensive range, and the countless wonders which it panoramas before me.

creasing

health"^

>/

£ ancient

For four years the
uninterrupted stream has
continued to pour in upon me, daily in-

£ "117

¥

Tli3

EEE, li Hi GIN SON & CO. oiler lor Rent. Safes inside their Vaults, at rales from $20 to £100 per annum.
They also offer to receive, on Special Deposit, ns Bailees,
securities ol persons living in iiio country or travelling
abroad. Officers of -lie Army and Navy, Masters ol Vessels, and others. Circulars, containing full particulars,
forwarded on application to 1IENRY I.EC, Mana<;i:n.
Boston, March i, 1808.
lv'Msj.

s

,

BELFAST

Notice to

OTflKK

mm Safi mu n v/ors,

agent reports 2-3-names in -2- hours,

one agent
One ojin .*3 days, lino writes “I can sell
month.
Ladies, invalids, disabled soldiers,
teachers, young men and women and others are invited
to send for information.
The work is just announced,
and good territory can be secured by prompt application.
No ./'■« '• (' f'‘i!‘ ;>
hut rrirtr < \>mmissi'>ns paid upon
lhis book. Address AMERICAN 1’UBLiSIl 1NG < i>.,
11 .or; '.;rd, C. nn.
oi

IOOO

|

Securities and Valuables.

Agents Wanted.

1000

|

j
|

I

L

Purchasing.

Trunks Valises ar.d

AIM overwhelmed 1

.-Jit T~mL,

f.y?:-rfcf.

a

GOOD STOCK OP

A

i

j

H OX 0 E RS !

Xfrs-w-

FIFTY CENT SLIPPER.
Purchasers will find it to their Advantage to cal1 be-

]

To Holders of Government Bonds

so

days,
POWDERS,

DUX.

days

■

■<

table,

family

Boston and Penobscot River

put

again,

Kidney
Cl'OUp.

Complaint,

.•

|

GREELEY

NEW YORK TRIBUNE,

WLXTER

Swan.City,

<

ITS PURITY AMD EXCELLENCE

3MMVUAXT TMLOll,

higher

a, y .haulm.

Til 11

I

I

ly

LADJ IvS.
The celebrated DU
1,. 1)1 X
particularly inviti s all Ladies wlio mcd a .V f/.'cul 01
Surr/ical adviser, to call at his Looms,
I'.i.tl.coU St.
Boston, Mass., which they will lind arranged for thoir
special accommodation.
I‘It. 1 >I.\ having devoted over twenty yeais to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases poculia
to females, it >'s now conceded
by all, (both in :his coun
try and Kurope,) that lie excels all other know;, praetie
iom rs in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment of a!

r|X>
A.

—

■

I

!

ALI. (>i At KS Ai*j: .NOT RiXOIDWT.
Xotwithstauding the foregoing facts ate known to
some quack doctor
ami no-irum-make!.-, yet,
regardless
of tin-life and
oi others, til
.tiv those
among
them v. ho even pm jure tlieri
contradicting giving
mercury f theii patients, o, that it is con;.tine-fin ti ir
nostrum.-, o (hat the “usual for" may hr obtained I t
prolcssediy curing, or “the dollar.'’ or “fraction of it.'*
may bo obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
are dec- iced, also, ami spend
large amounts for
m< nls with quackery.
DK. DIXS
charges arc very moderate. Communications
sacredly
confidential, ami all may rely ou him with the strict.-d
secrecy and confidence, whatev. may be the diseve, v a
dition or situation of an;, on
married or single.
Medicines sent ’y Mat! and Kaprc- to all parts of the
I'nited States,
All letters requiring advie. mu t contain, one dollar to
'M"1

ilis medicines are prepared with the express
purpose
of removing ail diseases, such ns debility, wcakimun
natural suppressions, enlargements of the womb., ;> 1- > a!
discharges which flow from a morbid state of the blood
'i li; 1 'oetor is now fully prepared to treat in his
peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases <>i tin
female sex, and they are
d to call
Xo. il Dndicott Street. ISosS.m.

|

requiring

advice must contain

dodarto

one

insure an answer.

Boston, Jan. !, 1&GS—lyr
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3 rST

U'Ure an an -wcr.

Address Dr. j.. Dix,X... el
I'oston, Jan. 1, 1-SfS— 1 yr

GOLD, SILVER,
Ctoin, Drafts anil Dimils,

DR.
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of 11. Webster, of
Last Pembroke, V 'I
declares that he
will not take one hundred dollars for his
a

neighbor
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'naif box of Powders, because with the oth

half ho

er

Complaint
lobey, ot

1 his Cou
gh and

cure

four years

ol

1 umiel C itv. \\

Kidney

standing.
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Seth

has his

hoar
Sargent, "I

ing

restored ; and Jac.d. L.
1'himview, .Minn., ii:i- hi- SOI’O

lips

fifty years duration
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their mission ot mercy

POWDERS,
to

and

humauitv.
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\\ OABDG'Bl 1 * B,
M1HK HI
N1UA T 'ft E ■• NO I m( t 1 10 8 s
A
penetrating. leep-search in e. ir-e-i'tie!.- curative .igen;
standing alone, unrivalled, without an .nial. ■ IB B'
!■»!>
Mi.um
rim:
89EBA% Htrikt* ut the rout of dlseiMe ; withe,
i * no violence to the system, causing no
purging, n<.
■ »*«•* sooth**
omiting
and charm and magneti/c. .ml -.teal ini
tin
centres ot vi ality, How ling them with current'of new
iit.•, and bathing Mu m in sti -ru- d magneti.'in which
give li.'.ilth, mrength, v ‘g'*r i.i.l
to both I....U
Mid mind
ille
iNi.inti.
row nni«
tin

|NO

elasticity

■

1

the other,

on

mvi by a-ingle
box of the POSITIVES.
Hut enough.
The panorama is endless. The stream flows
xperf- onward, a
living, moving demonstration ol
the power of SPENCE’S
POSITIVE

rcspccttully'invin

Ail letters

1G NORANf E Of Ql ACK DOCTORS AM)
.NOS l RUM MAKE.Its.
Th.‘"Mgli the imior iiKT of the Quack Do-Tor, knowing
no oiln r remedy, lie r.-’b-s upon Mitt uuv and
gives it
to ali inin ms. ii: PiF.
Drops, &c., so the Nostrummaker, qually ignore it adds to his -o-ea!?ed Extracts,
belli -dying upon its effects in
Specific, Vntidoie, f..
curing a tew in -t hun.ii. vi. u i.-. iiumpat'd ir various
wavs throughothe l .u l
but, ala- nothing is said ot
the balance, som* >1 whom dir, ether-grow worse ami
are leit to
linger ami suffer for month- or years, until ilieved or cured, b poss-ibie, by "otupetent physicians.
..

female complaints.

<

ii, l imuh

Hlice hours from 8

Boston, July R>, 1808.
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Burt's Now Tort Fashionable Boot
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,lly.

u well known fact Ft: \ many articles us-ed in vai. a good i 7 t isriouWai.kim; Hoicks.-—Tin- i. '.-;
iamib. s are more or less adulterated, but i: is
il.
No. 10 Williamson’s Block,
horse ever had for every <l:iv us i a good led -vo gener.dly known that ( ontecflonery, an article
:l
n-cil in every
is adulterated to a large extent.
mily,
IXKg.r.O <*'«■•
!
walk.
It i ,t gait that not one in to: pos- Formerly flour and starch were used, but
latterly an ini to ■• :d : in ail y: dient called Ti rra Alma, or White Earth ,r’is used.
Colts are not tra'
sesses.
Now. as the Holidays arc near, when a large amount o'
of the id.-tstern States.
ion:,. America! Coulee!ionery will be consumed, il is important to every
'Tson
tor tin m to procure that which i- pure and five
lieu: itchy has morel !from any
wants more speed.
deleterious matter.
11
is
tar better, lor Parents
» refuse all Conthan
horses
better,
good walking
any other Suite. I f<
for their children than to give timm that
-aionery
for there liorsooaek travelling has lung been x l:ic!i is so adulterated.
nought and sold and highest price paid by
'irons "1 a pure .article, I will guarantee
in fashion lor men and women, over a] Purchaser.articleof
manufactured
'•very
by me to be
S. A HOWES & CO.
Confectionery
:
time; render as pure ua tin wry best Stuart’.- Crushed Sugar.
ltf
country where muddy roads
j
The wholes de trade will find a large assortment at the
and
s..
other
horses
gait impossible,
any
|
of Tremont ml iJroomllcld streets, under Uoriiof w atcr.
There was nothing now to env- have been bred fi r the -add! and 'rained1 corner
cui’.ura 1 Hall).
oi the women, as we had used
everything to a walking gait. Tiii is :-.!.•••
in
-ail
('ramp had seized all of us more till the Western .•'•am .and |
ini dii :
1
t<
and our logs and liauds were great\ ig am;
Practical 'Opticians and Oculists,
have been so in .Sew
oi.r
.oiled, and consequently, very painful,
ly
rode to .■■•■im
,.i
li \! "KOI{]
CONN
grandmothers
i i.
iso h water was so scarce that loss
if;:
huliind our grand-.itu.-r.-a
borse
to
sen e four
ad
a
for
pin
persons
•
it
wagons have oa;
:
nub
i-ions were equally scanty.
h.-,
is
fashion, anil now a ..I ". all.:
■I
i.
were raving and violently mad.
I
more rare than one (ha; van am a
aide in
•.an died as the
evening closed in, but 2.40.
r>
laf v as not noticed at the time, and
S£Kri<kr Fioui'i', SSsmj«:>(
m;ss3
lie use of I
Gakoi.i AND Iit.uout Mll.K.
in- body was •-till in the boat when the
In pualiiy, St/!-- and Perfume w minted t-pial f > tli
Mr.
mi-::i\ kv.
tincture ol arnica in eases of garret, caked1 k. 11 g! -! s :i;i■ sold fully an per cent, cheaper, which acrawest <h all our calamities occurred.
tailing oil-in the demand l«.r tieJeweler
raid
A. bout eleven o’clock a heavy wave struck bag, and bloody milk, has repeatedly been count (ortle- great
watelimakr:,
foreign soaps, ami the unprecedented success oi ihc
The.- ailments ft rij^risysrs CoiupauT Toilet Maapn, now sold
stated in the Agriculturist.
:
e boat, and those on board iu their drowSJElLEAftF-. JTii a:
cry wluu <■ in th. f eised States.
Sole Agi id t
th*- sale-Of tie :r
sy condition falling suddenly in a mass on are very prevalent at .alviny time, and .Mcl&eca: V«n Kfiia;**r<‘** c& Co .Mole1 TSanf r.4
Philadelphia and New York.
die lee side, she went over, and all were mauy an excellent cow dies ol mi k lever.
Vdebruted Per/, h ti
leli struggling in the water.
The boat or loses one quarter of her 1 ag he- lack ol
bowed upwards, and Reilv managed to timely attention and a little ol ; a drug. I(
Price s-A'5.
(tAinttiMi; ^ladiiDie.
Thesimpl est,
: ji
i
is in accordance w ith our principles to give elieapest :m. 1 hc>t Knitting .Machine ever invented.
a: magic up and seat himself on the Keel,
Will
o
Which have l
knit
Hitches
t.-r
*•\ieti.sivelv u.-> d in the New Lngminute.
Liberal inducements to
■
line upon line,’ and s w- puldish a note
lb assisted illair to get up, which the latAgent-. Add re.-.- A.V KlMfAX IvMITINd MACIi INK l.iiu! States tie- j,; vt eight ;. <• ,r.. ami lor wind! lu.-v dnini
th*. undermentioned advantages over thus.. j;i
ter did with some difficulty, as a d.owning received lroin .T. la. Morrdi, o. Dauipshirc.
Bo-tun, Mass., u. M. Louis, .Mo.
ordinary
hie proof ol which may he seen in their ou-tant.’v
1 keep a
pu'-senger had laid hold of his mg.
Iteily Co., Mass., who thus writes ;
i nr\u oror 5 a.«ejsto wmied, increasing business during a residence in i.i -urd oi
A mmiDniau who LUUlV nitriiL; Male and t.-male, in every eight years.
then a.-sisted Mr. Davies, who had also to drugstore in this town.
i.'t.
Tlut from the perfect construction ol the Lenses,
a:
,o a day, to sell the most
Iiomi
to
popular they assist and
.•bake himself clear of some one clinging to has purchased a great deal ol manure oi eoutiiy
work* of Am pnhli-'e-d. Address A. JoSTy j-.i jjeek
preserve the sight, rendering fiequent
changes
nnceessary.
e\v \ oi k.
Do m.n
his foot.
No others got hold of the boat, arnica of me said a day or two since,
'Jd.
That they comer a brilliancy and distinct!.t -s ot
is ihe best
visi«»n, with in amount of ease and comfort not hitheilo
tl ough several were beard for a time shout- you know that tincture ol arai
J?’Q C F ’fTBoTPi I’IS '1T« TilE W K*'£ given to enjoyed by spectacle wearers.
ing or swearing as they swam about in the thing in the world for garget la n-ivs? 1 k f’ef.-.Ld Agents, by.f. Oxumck, *dU0 Broadway, N. Y.
That t :,<• material from wnidi if. [.eases are
ground is mumilacitiredespecially for op:n- ;urpn-.-s,and
!url-.a
One poor soul had got under the keep twenty-two, and by giving tie :n a ieai.'pure, hard and brilliant, and not liabi.
.TfKWS fr'OK COWSI'MnrVEft.
hruimboat and lie was beard for nearly half’ an spoonlul of the tincture in bran three times
scratdu-d.
BABY held captive foi several months, by the 111A
lih.
the lraiues in which they are set,wlu-fhe
lie was apparently holding on by a day, and bathing the bag thoroughly with JL1L dians, \\as cured of settled cousump!ion and Je- gold, silvthat
hour,
er or steel, ar <»1 ibelinesf
quality -and iini<h,
nnie \\eakm-s-their herbs. Mic will send the history
and guaranteed perfect in cverv
ibe thwarts and breathing the air which it as often, they are, always cured in a wry ot her case withbyparticulars of her cure
tesp. et.
free of charge to
si:the only spectacles I II AT
Ihey
en
sitll'erer from tln-se diseases. Addr. •;> MRS. B. B.
bad been inclosed when the boat rolled short time.
[American Agriculturist.
ITBOKSS, Pi. enpoiul, N. 't
Preserve an well- as Assist tin Siaht :
over, or which readied him through the
Standard \\ I'.ti trr m I ak.u Dt;<.nt.-i ts.
and arc cheapest, InTaU't1 tie’ bent, nlwavs 1,-istiiw'
chinks of her timbers.
manv
In response to the request, of our subscribTHE
MERIC AN
years without cliiuigi- living necessary.
About twelve o dock a. heavy sea struck
W One ot the I'irni will visit at tile Store of their
ers at North Dowel, we gr.e the folh.e.vdim
tl:u boat, and the three who were sitting
Agent every three months, for the purpose ef lit tin■
table of the stamlai 1 weigh; per iaishcl, act-liss«' !iaviug difficult sights, where
any -pi-ctachs sold
astride the keel were again immersed in
Will ii" issued dan. !, ISPrice
Will contain:
by their Agent during the interval will he exdiaiitfcd free
of
our >! ,ic, of suet,
the
Statute
to
A list of Towns and Pities in tie- United States and
nl charge if nut
properly i.tteil.
the water. Blair was the first to recover cording
i
errtori--y and the 1 hnainion ol Canada and British
as tire raised upon the farm
IIV employ no Ptddh'r*
American Polonies in which Newspapers or other
his position, and by his assistance the oth- products
1\ 10
(50 lbs Kutubngas, mi ;sr In is,
periWheat,
odicals are publish) d, arranged alphabetically by (’oun<‘>0
Wuri/io unf
.Mangold
Potatoes,
on
er two were brought,
the boat. The
up
Branch
ces,
of
giving
Locution,
Population,
5*>
ber!t'.o
lbs
Industry
Turnip
Corn,
from which it thrives its importance, at <1 other inlonuu.>•)
-ail was floating alongside, anil we got hold Kyc,
50*
Knglish Turnip
WHOA! WHOA!
Jiou.
-IS
Oats,
Barley,
attached
to
the
the
mast
of
A List of the Newspapers ami other Periodicals in each
; and, Buckwheat,
ropes
Ts
Beaus,
Province
and
State,
.><»
Territory,
00
Colony, arranged AlphaKye Meal,
watching for a favorable opportunity, man- Carrots,
betically by Towns,'giving P e name, hays of Issue, Size,
VJ
Indian Me.'
Onions,
Subscription, Price, Politics or (leuoral Character. Circio
aged. by pulling upon the ropes, to get her Peas,
editor’s and Publisher's Names, Date of estabThere is no law in this Stale regulating culation,
HOLD MV IIORSK, or he will run away and I shall
righted. She was, of course full of water,
lishment, and other information.
I.i-ts <»t Bcligious and Agricultural Newspapers and have to go io 1 rank I’erkins & Co’s, and get my carriage
In New York
and we baled her at first with flat pieces of the weight of grass seed.
much
other
Periodicals,and
information.
repaired lor they manufacture and repair carriages and
A s the edition will be limited, persons
wood, and afterwards with two tin cans and through the West, Timothy seed 1 alwishing copies sleighs in as good style as any other firm in this vicinity;
will do well to send in orders at once. A handsome oc- and they keep constantly on hand carriages and
sleighs
which we found attached} to the thwarts. lowed to weigh forty-two pounds to the tavo volume of :too
pages, hound in cloth, price So. A tor sale at th-i lowest rates. Call and see before purchasAt length, by hard labor, we got her clear. bushel, and clover s-'d i \ t v p> niuD. | Me. hand-mine octavo Yol., bound in cloth. Price
ing elsewhere.
Address order- to CKO. P. BOWL!.I. & CO., PublishShop <in Watldii^foit Street,
F armer.
was lost out of the bout
■

j

for physicians in regular practice to recommend patients
to him for treatment when afflicted in his speciality.
Ladies will receive tin' most scientific attention, both
medically and surgically. Board, with old and experienced nurses, will be furnished those who wish to remain in the city during treatment.
French safes for sale, three for $1. Order by mail.
Patients who cannot apply in person may by letter.
Medicines sent to a!! parts of the country.
Office open on Sundays.
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HOOTS &
SHOES, and am now prepared to show Customers the
Ntotl* of the above articles in this City, comprising Everything in the Line from

City®

^nl.v $£.50 Pei* Copy.

Raising Calves for Dairy Cows.

oi ihe passengers, supruing
i rands Rodgers,
suddenly threw
i n::-e!i overboard.
A woman, supposed
T la asa r, pleaded hard that some of
i.« uld tlnt.w !;.*r into the sea after him ;
a wc cndeavoreu to soothe her, and suca d a:: oinc degree.
Kodgers was evia
Ins senses,
lie had quarrellct...
•i
because, we nailed the. compass
;!.v, ar: ■.
He wanted the knees of
a
darned, as “he could not,” lie
a
a
home with holes in them.” Up
t.ino proviso.ms had U a:
given in
a
: a!
q,. iptitie. and each person had a
■a
allowance of a pint of water.
We
now la shorten the allowance,
ffe
p pulling boiii on the fourth and
ys, ami did not make much progress.
a
v wais calm all
day. The children
|.ecu tolerably lively.
The
.'.a
led on mashed biscuit, its mothIwvi’a; a milk, and the others got bisa.
v ;ii
a
small quantify of preserved
a na
The want of suflicient water now
a. ia he
felt : and owing to the close
all in the boa! and the frequent
ti.igs. cramps were very general. We
forced l" keep everything in one posi.:
a
iaiich as possible to avoid
capsizing,
pia Monday no one bad seriously com-1:.e.i of tin discomforts, and all were in
:
1 .able
The seamen did all in
spirits.
; .over to inspire hope ; and the quarrev. Hiair, spun
yarns to keep their
Hits 141.
a
Hu: \\ cdiiesdiiy, the second
engineer
tiie K'lhli l’salm, and many joined
ail him.
That day the wind blew hard
too south-west, and we had to
bring
■!
beat to by using the sail and two of our
1
>'■
tt
a floating auclior, and in so
doing
-! '10th .-ait and oars.
It was useless to
1 tor them, it
being now dark, so we had
n.s.kc a su:l out of tt piece of
tarpaulin.
1
content with one oar and a half that
lad with us in the boat.
The wind
on
itig fiercely, the tarpaulin was torn Ini'1 rn :
and we substituted for it bed covers,
fia se latter were also
destroyed. Samuel
!5e..'a ster, an old man, died on
Wednesday,
alter going raving mad.
.dauy of our number now showed signs
a maducM ;
probably from despair and
xtreme cold.
Some became
j "stun !•
ioh u; and threatening in their conduct,
d v. had to use force with certain of
I 1 :n. ; d gradually wo got them calmed
l.nrly on Thursday morning a child
year-1 ci :.gc died; and shortly aftern
its mother expired.
Another child
n n nk-jaw and died also.
Tito bodies
ih
v.n overboard.
The effect on
:•]' ivor- was
All this
very visible.
in
we v, .to
nicking slow progress toward
1
:<■ Irish coast.
"I lie torn tarpauliu had
■" cu mended in
the l est fashion we could,
•:■>'•••! .’ a kind of a wav for a lug1

-coo-

received my Spring Stock of

HAVE

I

eases.

Standard
Panorama
OF
Wine Bitters

TO YOUNG MEN.
On Hand.
Seminal ’Weakness, or Constitutional Debility brought !
\V. T. COT.iH KN.
Belfast, May 20, 1808. 4Sti
secret
on
habits indulged in by young men. This is 1
by
j
: ■% IVorti .1 'serif.:i;-c ..{ the miSTi E«, and the / one of the
greatest evils that can' befal man. It begets j
^ aCB**. tin* »SY.VffEB«E3».
1 Disease of the Heart, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Kmaci-,
H!!:l TRDIK.si ot Xew York City.
utionoi the Frame, and finally ends in complete Idiocy.
I
C you wi-h to know bow Fortunes are made and lost
By causing a rush of blood to the head, it often termiin a day; how Shrewd Men are ruined in Wall
Street; nates in Apoplexy.
how Countrymen are Swindled by
Persons suffering from NERVOUS DEBILITY, espe- TTHSII Eli MEN wishing to pack in Portland will find it
Sharpers; how Ministers and Merchants are Blackmailed; How Dance Halls
to their advantage to call on
cially those contemplating marriage, should lose no time 1
.A Concert Saloons are Managed; how
Gambling Houses in making immediate application.
N- I otteries are conducted; how Stock & Oil
Companies
W. K. I-IARRIMAN,
TO FEMALES.
Origin-Go and how the Bubbles Burst, read this work
It contains owr '$B> line Engravings, tells all about the
Dr. PADELFOIID is admitted. by the best medicu
Itf
End Long Wharf, PORTLAND, ME.
Mysiriiu- and Crimes of New York, and is the Spiciest talent ot the country to have no equal in the treatment
j
•aid Cheapest work of the kind
published.
ot Female Complaints, and it is no unusual occurrence I

^gricultuval.

<

Secrets ©f the

Cfrent

••

r:.>'idiy.

Mass.

]

Speer's

THE

Block Shoe Store.

City

cure

j

■ ■

We quote:—

AT

DU. PADELFOIID has gained a great celebrity for the
of the above diseases than any physician in America.
! His great success in those
long standing and difficult
Manufacturers of Woodworth’s, Daniel's, and Gray & : cases, such as were
considered incurable, is sulWood's Planers; Moulding, Matching, Tenoning, Mor- ticieut to commendformerly
him to the public as worthy the exl.siug, Shaping and Boring Machines; .Scroll Saws, Ec- j tensive patronage lie haa received.
pviug. Hand Boring, Wood Tutning Lathes, and a va- | It is deplorable to witness some of tire cases that are
riety ol other Machines tor working wood.
presented to him, where the disease has been driven into
Als->, 11• it.i-t Latent Door, ilnb and Rail Car Mortis- j the system by
quacks, the abuse of Mercury and Copaiva,
ing Mac! n s in the world.
Nc., to break out again in the form of spots and ulcers on
i- jr*.S
d tor our Illustrated Catalogue.
the body, pain in the joints, sore throats, night sweats,
Rn ir.\i:n Ball.
E. I*. IIalstkj).
and emaciation.
Hardly a day passes but he has patients recommended
AGENTS WANTED FOR
; to his care by physicians from the country, and this and
I other cities, who have not the means of gaining sufficient
j experience to enable1 them to cure tiie worst ol' all dis-

>

-«d

BOOTS & SHOES!

F. PADELFOIiD gives exclusive attention
to diseases ofthegenito urinary organs, and all diseases of a private nature, in both sexes.
W.

isooriiivi,
1

r.'te

Ayers Cherry Pectoral,
■

Consumption.

Probably never before in the win. c ie.
medicine, has anything won so wideh ami
upon the confidence of mankind,.! Hiiremedy lor pulmonary complaints. T!mu:,;a

series of years, and among most of the i\.
it has risen higher and higher in their e.-p.m
as it has become better know n.
Its uiiii*
character and power to cure the various affect mu
ol'the lungs and throat, have made it known as a iv
liable protector against them.
While adapted to
milder tor ms of disease and to young children, n i-:
at tlic same time the most effectual remedy that an
be given for incipient consumption, and'the dangerous affections of the throat and lungs. A
vision against sudden attacks of Croup, it
.ml
be kept on hand in every
family, and indeed a til
arc sometimes subject, to colds ami cough--, ad
should be provided with this antidote for them.
Although settled Consumption is thought incurable, still great numbers ol cases where the di-ease seemed settled, have been completely cin-i.d,
and the patient restored to sound health' l>\ t:
Cherry Pectoral. So complete is its ma' bn v
over the disorders of the Lungs and Throat, ti:: ;
the most
of them yield to it. When nothing else could reach them, under the Cherry pectoral they subside and disappear.
Sinyers and Public Sjteakers find great urn
tcetion from it.
Asthma is always relieved and often wholly
cured by it.
Bronchitis is
cured bv taking the
Cherry Pectoral in small and frequent doses.
.so generally are its virtues known that we need
not publish the certificates of them hero, or do more
than assure the public that its
qualities are fully
maintained.
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turn,
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generally

Until,munition,
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well
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"
tin
8 Im-«
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(dei'trir* the par
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